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bv Graham Webb

lntroducing a new series of articles describing places which are of interest to lovers of
mechanical music.

We start this series with the organ museum at St. Albans because it springs readily
to mind as being uuell placed for a visit from the point of vierar of a great many mem'
bers. Situated as it is at St. Albans, some22 miles from London, it is simple to get to
from all directions. Later in the series we shall discus places of interest which are in
more remote parts of Britain although, of course, still well within a day's run for
some.

I, St, ALBANS ORGAN MUSEUM

The St. Albans muceum, although hwing a good
selection of other typee of instuments, is best known
for itc Belgian dance organg of which there arp no less
than six on dirplay. These organs, all using card book
music, use a variety of effects ac well as the normal
organ pipes. Saxophonee, accordions, xylophones,
glokmryiels, chinese blocks, drumq cymbals and rnany
more instrumehts are included. All are played
pneumatically. The effect is as much for the eye as
Ore ear.

Exciting as the dance organs are, for the man whose
interest lies in the mechanical+lectrical there can be
no more pleasant experience than to watch and listen
to the Violano Virtuoso which is one of the attractions
of the museum. Such is the rarity of this machine that
it is doubted that there are morr than six Violano
Virtuosos in the whole of Britain whichiare in working
order, Coin operated (one old penny), the machine,
which was made in Chicago, plays a violin md a 44
note piano, A perforated paper roll is used on which
there are normally up to five tunes. When the last fune
has been played the roll is automatically rewound.

For those members whose interests lie in the
direction of reproducing pianos there is a choice be-
tween the Steinway Duo Art and lhe Rogers Ampico.
Both of these are electric and in excellent order. There
is also an Aeoliil Orchestrclle which has been fitted
with a centrifugal blower to obviate the necessity for
working the foot pedals

The musical box, both cylinder and disc, is re-
presented at the museum; not, of course, to the

degree that most of our members would like, but we

can't have everything. There are also some organettes
and a singing bird, but this is modem.

A piece which at fust glance would appear to be

entirely out of place in an organ museum is the E.M'G.
Gramophone. This, however, is well worth a place in
any exhibition since it is considered to have the finest
reproduction of any non-amplified gramophone ever'
It is worth listening to in order to hear what can be
done in sound without any electrical help except to
drive the motor.

Mention must be made of the Wurlitzer organ
which was obtained from the Granada Theatre,
Edmonton, London. This organ, which has three
manuals and ten ranks of pipes, was rescued by the
museum before the theatre was demotshed. While
waiting to rebuild the organ, for which larger premises

are required, the museum is showing the console and

some of the pipes.

Facts about the Museum
Owner: \\e museum is privately owned by Mr. C.H.
Hart. A good friend to both Mr. Hart and the museum
is lvlr. Eric V. Cockayne, author of the recent book on
fair organs.

Address: St. Albans Organ Museum, 326 Camp Road,
St. Albans, Hertfordshire. Telephone Sf. Albans 51557.

Opening tirfles.' September to June: every Sunday
from 2 p.m, to 4.45 p.m, Parties of more than ten
should make special arrangements. If possible it is
preferred that large parties choose another time to
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visit so that fulljustice can be done to the exhibib.

During July and August the museum ie closed but
some of the exhibits are tanderred to a large marquero
at the children's fun fail in Venrlamium Park,
St. Albans. Here they can be heard, weather permitting,
each day from about 2 p.m. to 5.30 p.m.

Admission: There is no charge for either the museum
or the fun fair, but therc are collection boxes provided
for those who wish to contribute to nrnning costs and
new books of music for the organs. All visitors are
requested to sign a visitors book.

Programme: Normally as many instruments ar possible

are played and a commentary is given. Recorded
rnusic is played during intervals. Recordings of some
of the organs arc on tnle at the mus€um. 

,

IIow to get there: See the map for the exact locatori
of the museum in the town. St. Albans is eituatod at a
junction of the A5 and A6, 22 miles N.N.W. of London
From the North the Ml can be taken to Harpenden
and then the A5, or the Al(M) to Hatfield and then
the 4414. From the East the A12 to Chelmsford and
thereafter the A414. From the West the A41 to
Hemel Hempstead and then the A414, or the A4 to
Slough, the A412 to Bricket Wood and then the A405.

LOCATION OF THE MUSEUM

The photogrrph on Pqge 131 ir of a fine 97 key Mctbr oryen to be reen at the Muceum.

On Page 133 the photogaph ir of ['lr. Hrrt, owner of the Mureum, holding a book of music. In the backgrourd
can be oeen a dance organ.

Hatfield Road A4l4

MUSE['M
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l||BntElil0lt 0r ilil]t$PnttE$
by Dr. Robert Burnett

T has been my curtorn for about five years to
lubricate the main opringr of clockc and
musical.boxes with a light grease containing
molyMenum disulphide. Itre reasoning behind

this is that the low melting point of the grease rnakes
it easy to apply - in the way described below - and
if, or when, it becomes squeezed out fiom between
Oe turns of the spring, eome of the particles of solid
molybdenum dirutphide will remain and continue to
provide lubrication. Molybdenum disulphide is a fine
black powder with lubricating properties similar to,
or better than thoce of graphite.

A recent incident demonstrated strikingly the
efficacy of this lubricant and prompted me to write
an account of my procedure, for the benefit of other
members.

The lubricant
I use a very light grease which melts readily at about
40oC. The molybdenum disulphide is mixed with the
grease roughly in the proportions of about one part
by volume of disulphide powder to two parts of grease.
Stirring the two together for a minute or so is
sufficient to give adequate mixing. I regret that, as
both the grease and the molybdenum disulphide were
given to me several years ago without any specification,
I cannot pass on a specification for either. I would
recommend, however, that the melting point of the
grease should be checked before any of the mixfure
is made up, as modern greases are sometimes thickened
in a way that resplts in their not melting under any
circumstances.

Applying the lubricant
The spring ba[el must, of course, be removed from
the remainder of the mechanism and it is best to re-
move the stop-work at this stage. The cover of the
spring barrel is also removed (FE.l), The barrel is tlren
gripped by the toothed part in a vice^, not directly but
by means of a piece of wood about J/8" thick of the
shape shown in F[.2, The rounded portion of the
piece ofwood should be a reasonably good frt for the
toothed part of the spring barrel and when the vice is
tightened to grip the piece of wood at A-A the teeth
sink slightly into the wood and the barrel is held
firmly without risk of damage to the teeth. Removal
of the stop-work will, presuntably, have left an open

as described, the
wards and a well-
square. The key
to enable one to

hold it easily, fust with one hand and then with the
other, when winding or e
key is not large enough
it is very easy to let it fl
one hand to the other, especially when letting the
spring down, and a nasty injury to the fingers can
rezult.

1A

hole in the end of the spring barrel where the screw
retaining the Maltese cross part of the stop-work was
secured. This hole should be blocked with a small
piece of wax or similar material before the spring is
held in the vice, otherwise the solvent to be used for
cleaning the spring will run out of the barrel.



The otd grease is now disolved by squirting solvent
into the spring barrel as the spring is wound up and
let down with the key. It is not necessary to wind the
spring fully. Once the outer tum comes away from the
wall of the barrel, it seems to me that little advantage
is gained by winding further. The solvent I normally
use is lighter fuel which is very easy to apply from the
small cans with a nozzle, in which it supplied. It is
quite easy to see when the spring is clean and, once it
is, the barrel is released from the vice and the solvent
tipped away, If the grease is very old and has gone
hard, it may be necessary to us€ a more powerful
solvent and either carbon tetrachloride or better
trichloroethylene which is less toxic, can be used. I
have never tried it, but I should imagine that one of
the solvent mixfures sold for removing old paint from
brushes would be very effective.

A litfle time is allowed for the solvent to tlrain
from the spring and the barrel is then warmed till it
is rather too hot to hold. I have a reading lamp with a

conical metal shade and frnd that. if this is turned
upwards and the spring barrel is allowed to rest be-
tween the shade and the bulb. this forms a convenient
way to warm the barrel. It has the advantage that if
one forgets all about it, the barrel does not get hot

enough to do any damage.

The warm spring barrel is gripped again in the vice
and the spring is wound and let down, as before, while
some of the grease is applied to the upper edges of the
spring. It melts at once and runs in between the turns
of the spring. Replacement of the cover of the spring
barrel and of the stop-work completes the job.

Proof of the lubricant's efficacy
I recenfly had occasion to ht a new spdng to a singing
bird box. Being short of time, I put the spring in
lubricated with a light oil, as supplied, which I
thought should be adequate. The bird box was a Swiss
one with a fusee which should ensure that the force
from the spring is constant until the mechanism is run
down. In fact, I found that the box ran well for the
first song, but for the second and third at one winding,
it stopped just before the bird went down and the lid
closed. This is point at which the load on the spring is
at its highest. I then lubricated the spring in the way
outlined above and I was surprised and delighted to
find that the box now ran slightly faster than before
and there was never any hestiation at the end of the
song when the mechanism to lower the bird and close
the lid was released.

MUSICAL CLOCK AT AUCTION

The two photogrryhs shown ale of a rare lnusical bracket clock with 17 bells. It dates from the early lgth
Century. The clock was sold at auction recently by Messrs. King and Chasemore of Pulborough, Sussex. These
pictures are published by their kind permissbn.

The case of the clock is seen to be of an elegant desigr very much in keeping with the style of the period.
The wood is berutifirl tlame mahogany with brass inlay, the clock movernent and the musical movement are
separate and for this rcason the clock rnovement is considerably smaller than would normally be found in an
earlier' l8th Century musical bracket clock. The musical movement is allowed to be much larger than would
have been po*sible in the earlier integral movement.
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In this article, Arthur W.J.G. Ord-Hume reveals the true meaning of those mysterious units of dimension which
aPPear on many musical box tunesheets. These units, which predated the intloduction of the Metric systern,
remained in use well hto the 1880s and 1890s.

COLLECTORS of cylinder musical boxes will be
aware of the somewhat perplexing system which was
in use on instruments up to the latter years of the
last century whereby the mechanism was specified
in pouces (literally trandated as thumbs ot inches)
and lignes (lines or rows). There have been various
guesses as to what all this stood for and it is
generally taken as referring to the length of the
cylinder in inches and the number of teeth h the
comb, This is not so. The two dimensions provided
refer to the length of the cylinder in pouces and
the diameter of the cylinder in ligres (see VoL2,
page 190, reference '16 p24 l).

The system which this is based upon is the very
early French unit of length. In truth, its presence on
a musical box is an anachronism since the system of
which it was part went out of use when the metric
system we know today came into operation by law
on November 2nd, 1801.

fie method of determining length prior to that
date was attributed to the emperor Charlemagrre,
Charles lst of Germany (born about 742; died 814).
It did, however, suffer from three serioui short-
comings. First, there was no standard for the
measurement and it was possible for errors by
fluctuation to creep in. Secondly, the interpretation
ofthe system varied from province to province and
from one part of Europe to another. Thirfly, it was
confusing in its use. As an example of this, dimensions
were measured in toises, but it was practice to
measure cloth, for instance, in ounes or ells. Whilst
aunes and ells could also be used for calibrating
distances on land. it was more usual to calculate in
perches.

The perche was considered in Paris to be 18 pieds,
but the country aleas measured sea and forest
distances at 22 pieds to the Wrche. The unusual part
about the whole business was that the pied (French
for foot) was the pied de roi (the King's foot) taken
from Charlemagne. This foot measures 0.324 metres
as compared with our standard Ir4perial foot which
is exactly 0.3048 metres.

Tabulated, the units of measurement were:
Onetoise = 6pieds
One pied = 12 pouces
One pouce = 12 lignes
One tigre = 12 points

The toise equalled six pieds or 1,949 metres,
The pouce measured the twelfth parl" of the pied,
namely 0.027 metres (27 millimetres). The ligne
measured the twelfth part of the pouce, namely
2.256 millimetrcs. To set them out in understandable
form, then, we have:

One ligne = 2.256 mm (0.0895 inches)
One pouce = 27 .072 mm (1.065 inches) =

l2 lignes
One pied

One toise

= 324.864 mm (12.7899 hches)
= 12 pouces

= 1.9492 metres (5 fieet 4.7323
inches) = 6 P"i4t

What happened after that? After the French
Revolution, on May 8th, l?90 to be precise,
the constituent assembly charged the Academy of
Sciences with the organisation of a better system.
The committee set up for this purpose by the
Academy included such contemporary notable per-
sons as Berthollet, Borda (the mathematician and
astronomer), Delambre (another famed astronomer),
the mathematician Lagrange, aaother famous
mathematician and astronomer, the Marquis de
Laplace, along with his cohort Pierre Mechain, and
the engineer and man of letters Marie Riche de
Prony. The two senior astronomers Delambre and
Mechain were given the task of measuring an arc of
the meridian between Dunkirk and Barcelona and
from their calculations the metre (which was to
equal one ten-millionth part of the distance between
the Poles and the equator) was made the unit of
length and the b'asis of the system by lawqn April
7th, 1795. The committee finished its work n 1799
and the system was decreed by law to be the only
legal one on November 2nd, 1801. In response to
pleas from industry'and commerce, it was further
decreed on the February l2th following that the
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old system could be used with the new system for a
further period to facilitate the changeover. On
July 4th, 1837, the order was issued that as from
January lst, 1840, the metric and decimal system in
all its primitive simplicity should be used in all
business transactions to the exclusion of all other
systems.

Having completed the introduction of metrication
and established its use, the accuracy of the measure-
ments entrust€d to Delambre and Mechain was
questioned. Subsequent checking established that
the unit metre was slightly less than the one ten-
millionth part intended, However, it was obviously
too late to consider yet another set of figures, so the
metre stood at39.37 inches exactly as it does today,

Where did the cylinder musical box fit into all
this? The mystique of pouces and lignes remained in
use in the Swiss cantons long after it had officially
been zuperceded in the halls of commerce, And a

check on the majority of early musical boxes con-
firms that the unit of dimension used in their
construction is not the millimetre but the ligne.

Charlemagne's feet were certainly of greater
antiquity than the yard of Edward III who pro-
claimed "one weight, measure, and yard" through'
out the kingdom in 1353. It remains interesting to
consider that the Celestina and subsequent British'

built mechanical musical instnrments might all have
been metric in their dimensions, for the move to
wards metrication today is not new but purely a

recalescence of an aged ibcommendation, It was the
eminent politician Sir lohn Wrottesley who first
preached the advantages of the metric system to an
unconvinced Parliament in London on February
25th, L824. Fourteen years later a commission of
enquiry was appointed; five years later another
commission reported strongly in favour of Britain
going metric. Gladstone, in 1854, thought its intro-
duction "premature". On July 25th,181I, a bill for
the compulsory introduction of the metric system

was thrown out by the Commons.

A hundred years later, we are only a little bit
closer. Nevertheless in a century from now when
we are fully metdcated, there will at least be ample
reference material to satisfy the student and the
curious as to what were feet and inches. Put the
pieds, pouces and [ignes belong to an age which did
not take quite such pains at recording contempora.ry
things. Nor, indeed, had it the facilities which we
have today for preserving and tansmitting knowledge
and the story of our times. It is because of just this
plus the fact that the spread of learning is something
of comparatively recent existence, that so much cif
the relatively recent past, and this includes musical
box technology, is unforgiveably lost.

t$F

,,.lii'. '

.,.:"f

MANDOLINE P.tcc0L0
Part of a tune dreet from a Paillard box owned by the Editor showing the legend'12 Pouces'.

Footnote: Confusion exists in the minds of some people between metrication m[ declmalisotion. The two are,

of cource, guite different The author of this article, although in his work he hag been irwolved in the uce of
metric units for alinost twenty years and is accugtomed to them, dreads the day whm he mugt face oreryday life
with kilogrammes and metres particularly in view of the fact that he still has no idea how our decimal curency
works It ig he maintains, all pafr of an unsettling prooess secretly introduced by a etong underglound Anti'
British element to encourage emigration.
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by Graham Webb

F you are the happy owner of a miniafure
street barrel piano, or perhaps a srnall strcet
barrel organ, when next you play your proud
possession, surrounded as it is by the comforts

of your home, spare a thought for what might have
been its early history. There is agood chance that at
some time in its life it conhibuted to the agony of a
homesick, hungry and ill-used ltalian child.

Throughout the ages it has always been profitable
to exploit children. Almost every country has been
guilty, at one part of its history or anotler, of using
children to make money. In ltaly, however, the whole-
sale buying and transporting of children to other
countries for workat various itinerate trades continued
for so long and at such a rate that it was, one feels,
unequalled, at least in the Westem world.

Records indicate that Venice and Milan were thp
the centrei of the trade in the Middle Ag€s, from
where it spread to an a.rea between Parma and Genoa-
It was particularly prevalent in the secluded villages of
the Appenines and also passed into Southem ltaly,
taking a firm hold in the Province of Calabria.

Throughout the centuries children were bought in
these areas and taken abroad to be used in various
'trades'many of them as street musicians who in the
l9th Century,are likely to have been 'organ grinders'.
Many of the old laws of the hovinces of ltaly show
attempts to stamp out the trade but, as one arca
became difficult to work in the 'traders'would simply
move to another, a simple matter in the welter of
separate states which was Italy at this time.

Over a long period an organization grew which
covered in particular Fran@, Britain and America"
This syndicate was not unlike the popular idea of the
Mafia in that it had its members everywhere, each
receiving a share in the profits The whole set-up was
run by a central board whose president was chosen
each year. Members included captains and owners of
ships, policemen, informen and any likely to be of
assistance in making things run smoothly. Each major
city had its'chapter' whose main task seems to have
been the recapture of runaway children, a job which
must have kept them busy since in spite of this it is
estimated that about 3Oper cent ofall children
bought escaped and merged ilto the background of

the country which held them.

In the l9th Century, with the increasing accent on
street mechanical music, the trade in children
flourished and gew. The buyer would do the rounds
of the villages and purchase children just as he might
lemons or macaroni. The price of a child would vary
between 75 and 200 Francs, a deciding factor in the
price being the appeal he or she might have, There
would be a contract witl the parents and the local
priest would give his blessing to the transaction. The
children were then placed in groups and transported
to whichever country was their destination.

The parents of the unfortunate children could
hardly be blamed for their part in the business" Living
in absolute poverty they could only believe that what
they were doing was the best for the child. At least it
held out some hope that he would make a better
living than ifhe stayed. To give an idea of the conditions
in which the business thrived, in Basilicata child
mortality in 1854 was 64 per cent and illiteracy was.

91 per cent ln srch circumstances it must have
seemed to many that they were being paid for giving
their child a chance and getting rid of a mouth to feed.

One piece of effective legislation to prevent traffic
in children was brought about, oddly enough, by an
Englishman. Thomas Ward went to ltaly as a groom in
the stables on the Duke of Lucca and eventually be-
came Prime Minister under the Duke of Parma, the
son ofhis previous master. The decree of 1852
promised severe penalties for anyone attempting to
export children from the Duchy.

The exact opposite to what was required was
achierred by legidation passed by the Bourbons of
Naples. They made it necessary for a number of set
rules to be followed and legal contracts to be made
and signed before a child could change hands. This of
course made the situation worse, since it made the
business absolutely legal and gave it the blessings of
the government. All the buyer had to do was to obsewe
the formdities and present the correct documents.
Once the child was out of the country there was no
possible way the.cmployment could be controlled by
the authorities.

Upon reaching the city in which they were to work
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the children were entirely at the mercy of their
Padrone, who was rarely more thanjust and often less

than kind. He would teach them the little they were

required to know to carry out their various jobs, often
with a kick to ram each lesson home. and so would
start a life which at best would see the child still alive
in adulthood. The chances of survival were slight since
it is reckoned that 50 per cent of all children used in
this way died before the end of their contracted time.
Of the other 50 per cent, 30 per cent escaped and
succeeded in eluding capture and only 20 per cent ever
saw Italy again.

The children were housed in filthy hovels, several

to a pile of rags for a bed, boys and girls alike. In most
cases a pitiful breakfast was supplied before they were
sent out and that was all the food they could expect
unless they begged more during the day. In the evening

they would retum to their lodgings to hand over thd
money taken during the day, and woe to any who did
not earn the sum expected. It is not surprising that
many of the young girls were forced by their owners
into prostitution and so made the business truly a

"white slave trade"

The huge proportions of the trade can be seen

when in Paris, in 186?, a law was made rendering it
years old in any
was passed no
taken uP bY the

police from the streets in the lust year'

By 18?3 the now united ltalian republic had at

last seen the need for drastic action. The cause had

been urged for a long time by a deputy, Giovanni
Guerzoni, and now his battle was finally won. An act

ontract
s old in

Tr#
outside the law. Gradually, however, the other
countries involved brought the law into play against

those who attempted to continue' The public gradually

became aware of what had been happening and was

urged by various societies not to contribute to the

problem by grving money to the children. This must

t ully huut finished the remaining few Padrones and

made them realise that it was all over.

The illustration is reproduced from the book'Christies Old Organ'loaned by Member Dick Baines.
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SPIRITUALISM AND THE MUSICAL BOX

We are indebted to Mr. Ronald Pearsall, the well tnown author and expert on l9th. Century social history,
for the following article which he wrote exprcsly for the Journal, althoudh he is not a rnembei of the Sociefr. As an
author in demand he has little time-for other thfurgq witress his'Worm ii the nud', which recently 

""r. ouifol fenguin books after a zu-ccessful nrn as a hardSack, and his 'The Table Roppirs, a book on Victorian
spiritualion, soon to be publidred.

As a background, the rnusic from a musical-boxY,il HiH.,H1,"
volu tion forsPid the instrument

medium said "Play!" the musical-box would play,
and when he said "Stop!" the musical-box wouti-
obediently cease playing.

This effect was'produced by the aid of asecond
musical-box, attached by an elastic band to the leg of
the mediumjust above the bend of the knee withir

"ectoplasm", rubber gloves for .,spirit hands", and

Sound tanSerred from box below fl,oor

pieces of muslin for almost
mention veils, moustaches,
playing guitar merely had a ed

ans of a stud. presumably
rt-lived, for it would be risky
ding mechanism, though it
illing a small hole in the

bottom of the guitar and inserting a key when the
musical-box needed to be wound up,

Surely, it may be argued, an audience would know
wherd a sound rely a musical-
box on the tab g could not be
confused with i medium,s knee?
The answer, quite briefly, is no. Mediums soon found
that in-a darkened room, the audience in a heightened
state of expectancy, few could locate a sound iource.

The above is not mere speculation. The celebrated
medium "Dr." Monck when arrested as a ..rogue 

and
a vagabond" was found to have such musical-boxes in
his possession. The odd thing is that after being so
conclusively exposed, the musical-box trick should

-:
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have been so successful time and time again. The
reason for this is that the believers in spiritualism were
wilfully blind to the frauds being practiced upon them,
and even after Dr. Monck's conviction there were many
thousands who would not hear a word against him.
He had been, they claimed, framed by the sceptics.

Much ingenuity was involved in the evolution for
the fake medium of self-playing musical instruments,
perhaps the most interesting being the self-playjng
accordian constructed by Wheatstone. It would be
fascinating to encounter this today. So far as is known,
it was a "one off. The famous self-playing accordian
of tfie great spiritualist medium D.D. Home was an

ordinary instnrment. It is, by the way, in the possession

ofthe Society for Psychical Research, and was an

exhibit last year in an important exlibitionDeath and
the Victorians in Brighton.

The only difficulty, of course, regarding "self-
playing" musical instruments, was starting and stopping
them. Some instruments could be activated by power-
ful electro-magnets, though these would be inoperative
against a powerful spring of the kind that drives all
but toy musical-boxes. In fact, genuine self-playing
musical-boxes were not on. How was this to be over-
come in the case of large musical-boxes? Even the
most mentally-retarded seance-sitter could not mis
take the tinkling sounds of a small musical-box strapped
to a medium's knee for the resonance of a large
musical-box in the centre of a table - and unquestion-
ably the medium would have to play the large musical'
box before the seance to convince the sitters that there
was no hocus-pocus going on.

Interested readers may care to speculate on
possible methods of starting and stopping a musical-
box by remote control, but the favoured method was
an elaboration of that used with small musical-boxes.
The musical-box that was playing was not really play-
ing at all; a further musical-box was in another room,
connected with the musical-box in the seance room
by a rod which would transmit the sound. This was a
development from a music-hall conjuring act that
used a quartet of Erard harps that seemingly miraculous-
ly played the roles ofpiano, cello, violin, and clarinet,
Four upright rods were attached to the sounding-board
of the piano, the belly of the violin, the belly of the
cello, and the mouth of the clarinet.

Of course, for the music-hall ac't it was necessary
to intemrpt this connection between harps and
instruments below, and the rods were cut right
through an inch above the stage. This did not prevent
the ends of the rods from resting one upon the other,
so that the sound could be transmitted. By turning
the harps round on their own axes the rods were
completely disconnected, so it would seem that the
rods had a possible screw connection.

In the dim light of a seance room, rods connecting
two musical-boxes could be placed and taken away at

will. If the on/off mechanism of the hidden musical-
box was used to start and stop the music it would be
clear to the listeners that the music was restarting at
precisely the same place as where it stopped. If the
rods were disconnected for a few minutes the tune
would start up at a different place, and add to the
effect,

Sound transferred from box above ceiling

What other ways were tlere of starting and
stopping a "self-playing" musical-box? Perhaps by
connecting the on/offlever to lengths of cotton
operated by a confederate, or, maybe, scrubbing out a
tune or part of a tune by removing some of the
cylinder pins, though this operation would need a

carefully prepared progr:rmme on the part of the
medium plus arrangements to cover up the whirring
of the mechanism.

Anything unexpected would gratify an audience,
and there is one amusing instance of awed sitters
being impressed by the fact that a self-playing musical-
box was playing the treble and not the bass of an air.
Some readers, no doubt, will have had this experience,
and not by design either.

The role of the musical-box as an accessory to
parlour trickery is perhaps not widely known, but it
illustrates once more the versatility of the cylinder
box. It is interesting to speculate what would have
happened had the Polyphon been utilised for
spiritualist seances. No doubt it would have scared
the spirits half to death (if that is not a contradiction
in terms). However, by the time the Polyphon arrived
on the scene, Victorian spiritualism was fading There
was a new generation of sitters not to be taken in by
a mysterious musical-box that went on and off as it by
magic.
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fil llf ilRr$il]fi ]fi Gt$$ilR I
by Frank Metzger

Some years ago when I first stailed to collect mueical boxes I had occacion to be in Monbeal and to visit some
antinque chope there. In one of these slrops I asked for musical boxes and received the usual reply, "Why, we
have nothing like that herp". When I left the shop, however, the sateslady came after rne and said that she did
hrve an old "work box" which she thought contained a musical movement which was not in working order. To
make a long story Ehort, I took a look at the "work box" and with tittle hesitation decided to buy it. It was only
when I got it home urd had a chance to examine it more closely that I realized how unusual a piece this really
was! After some time qpent restoring the finish and cteaning the musical works, it has turned out to be one oi
my favourites and comething of an oddity as well.

To begin with the shape and execution of the
case is unusual and quite unlike most of the
Ne in the books available to me,
or for sale by any ofthe dealers
I k recent auctions. (l) Ttre
cabinet work of the box itself is of a much higher
order than the usual Necessaire and there is an en-
graved gilded plaque on the front with the name of
the (I prosume) original owner - Clarissa Emma
Racey. In one picture can be seen further evidence
of the fine cabinet wopk and exterior fittings, as
well as the beautifully executed irrner lining of the

lid in which, by the way, both the silk and th€
gilded buttons have bden particularly well pre sewed.

Eq 19)
in the
fitting
commonly found in the ordinary Necessarie. There

thread used in those days. There is abeautifully
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executed mother-of-pearl sachet box, or vinai$ette'
which still contains some fragments of dried rose

petals, The perfume bottle is of gold-mounted

.irystal rdther than the usual pressed glass. Perhaps

most interesting of all, the box contains a tape

measure of seven sections, which measures in the

French unit called Pouces, which is the equivalent of
about I 1/g". The measure, which is beautifull-y
jointetl, is 22 Pouces long and entirely made of
mother-of-pearl.

When looking at all of this and thinking about it
one day, I was struck by the fact that in such an

elaborate box, with all ofthe fittings so obviously
original (with the exception of the little awl - be-

tween the two pairs of scissors), there should be

such a diversity of des(gn. Two pairs of scisson be-

long together; another pair of scissors belongs with
the needle case and the elastic threader; the two
seam rippers go together; the table seal is a com-
pletely different design, and so on. Yet it seems

obvious that these were all assembled at one time
and fitted into the box' One of the seam rippers is

shown somewhat enlarged. On one side can be seen

what appears to be a lable, perhaps from the

original store which sold it - Gamesson, Palais

Royal No. 155 (Paris). Based on this label, I have

come up with the following theory (please feel to
come up with alternative theories).

I assume that this Necessaire was originally meant as

same design, I assume that with these items pur-

chased, he either commissioned Garnesson ot went
to a cabinet maker and had him design a box to
hokl the implements h,

again, pleased him. I
the donor purchased
installed in the case upon its completion.

The musical movement which is of primary in-

terest to us, is incredibly good in tone, literally like

silver bells. and is of the finest quality' It is signed by
F. Alibert, the comb being stamped Martinet et'
Benoit, I feel it is another example of collaboration
between Alibert and a number of other first-class

manufacturers Q) arrd, further, I believe it is an

al

tune sheet of F. Alibert, marked with the identifying
number 3804, which number is also stamped on the

movement base and engraved in microscopically
small numbers undemeath the Alibert signature on

the endless screw bracket. This is contrary to the

theory proposed in David Tallis'book in which he

theorizes that movements merely signed by Alibert
rather than stamped with his name are repairs rather

than originals,

Insofar as the movement itself is concemed, the

construction is not unuzual although particularly

well executed, There are 72 teeth in the comb. Most

of the teeth harre steel dampers of such incredible

fineness that I have been unable to repair the one or
erials I have on
dampers instead.
the base fillY s1o"

thick and an integral part of the comb. It is this
particular type ofconstruction which I believe gives

ihis little movement its unusually sweet and clear

tone and which is best indicative of the qudity of
this movement.

As yet,
genealogy
Racey nor
chance to
Garnesson s

are still available.

Perhaps one of the readers ofthis little article

might be able to shed some light on this matter.

(1) These as you know are typically shaped as miniature grand pianos or, somewhat more rarely, as decorated
rectangular boxes.

(2) I have a snuff box containing an Alibert movement of precisely the same construction with a comb

stamped Bordier.
Editors note: for more about the French measurement 'pouces' see the &ticle by Arthur Ord-Hume in this iswe'
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EARLY MECHANICAL ORGANS IN LONDON

by Arthur W.J.G. Ord-Hume

arity in Euope during the l6th century dnd the moer
e gardonr of the Villa d'Este at Tivoli near Rome.
re murical pipes, thic ir ruppgsed to have been built in
601; died 1580) in hrsbookMusurgla Llniversalis
ription were subcequently copied by Cacpar Schott
Lblished in Numberg in 1664. Ihe odginal appearance of
wn that Kircher himcelf copied his sketch from a much

eodiet drrwing athibutsd t9 th9_Ngqolitan phyrician, Giovanni Battista detta Potti Ootn about f5s0; dif-
1615) who publirlred awotk czrlled Mogio Ninralts.

Those water'powercd organs were immensely bankrupt A sale catalogue in ttre Britistr Museum
popular and included the famed inst$ment in the mentions both the water organ and the ,.excellent
grounds ofthe house ofCardinal Pietro Aldobrandini finetoned organ" in the Long Room. The grtd.nt
near Frascatl Th ter spill reopened rfly after
continuously on t forie" wards but ZOO, tg+t
as rclated by the after whic mosr
Montaigne (born 1533; died 1592) nhrsfourrul ile romantic of all the London gardens, .r.r.O toi. 'f,lrll,i3;,llI,it

building of Kings

Only one such water organ suMves today and
that is the one in the famous mechancial theatrp at
Hellbrunn, five miles from Salsburg.

Gwynne, mistress of Orarlee II, was Bagnigge Vale
in North London. This was decorated and laid out
in sumptious style no doubt upon the instnrctions
of the King himself. It is possible that the King
may have visited Tivoli or one of the other famed
water gradens of Europe and from them gained an
appreciation and love of watenrrorks. What is certain
is that when the Royal associations with Bagnigge
Vale ceased, the plbce was opened up as a pleuure
garden as Bagnigge House. Tholdiscovery oftwo
springs of mineral water in the grounds during 1?60
promptly called for the re-naming of tho place
Bagnigge Wells which name stuck for the duration
of its existence. Within the grounds there existed a
watercrgan. Thls would have provided subtle
background music to
leafy walks betwixt t
the week, regular mu
conventional organ in the Long Room. As the
nineteenth century progressed, the tone ofthe
clientele lowered and finally the management went

Wins tanley's lilat er The atr e
Henry Winstanley, artist, engraver and self-taught
engineer, was born n 1644 and lived at Litflebury
near Saffron Walden in Essex. His name will forever
be connected with the illfated first lighthouee to be
built on the infamous Eddystone Rock. The lack of
an engineering training did not prevent this some-

lng
s

prisoner one foggy night by thirty armed Frenchmen,
England and France at that time being at war.

to his lighthouse to see how it had withstood the
elements. He was told that the waves had frequently
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swept over the top of the lantern, obscuring tlle
light. He promptly decided to make the building
40 feet taller and in spite of warnings that it would
be made'unstable, this he did. Ignoring prophecies

'of 
disaster, Winstanley set off from Plymouth on

November 26th,t70?, to spend the night at his
lighthouse. That night the fiercest storm that England

had ever known struck and Winstanley and his light-
house was completely carried away into oblivion.

Whether or not Winstanley was acquainted with
either Tivoli or Nell Gwynne's house is not known.
Hbwever, Winstanley was fascinated by waterworks
and at his home near London built a water theate.
One of the very few descriptions of this is recorded
rnthe Travels in London in 1710by the German
writer, bibliophile and statesman Zacharias Conrad
von Uffenback (bom 1583; died 1734). An Englislt
edition of this was publistred by Faber in London in
l934.ln this book Uffenbach mentions a visit to
Winstanleys Water Theatre and refers to listening to
the sounds of the organ from above. Although there
is no direct reference to thi*66eing arnechanical
organ, there is much evidgnce to support the sup-

In conclusion and in order to set matters right,
Winstanley has been denigrated over the years about
the affair of the Eddystone Lighthouse. It is in-
controvertibly on record that the storm which
carried the building and its inventor to destruction
was no ordinary storm. It caused immense devastation

across England and earned for itself the appelation
the Great Storm. The loss sustained in London alone

was put at t2m and the lives lost by flooding in the

Thames and the Sevem and on the coast of Holland
and in ships rvhich were never seen again is put at
8,000. Twelve men'o'war with more than 1,800 men
on board were lost within sight of their own shore

and 1?,000 trees were torn uP from their roots in
Kent alone. The Bishop fo Bath and Wells and his
lady were killed in bed in their palace in Somerset
and losses to liverstock were staggering. There were
other and more rugged, thrngs than the Eddystone
Light pulverised that nieht.

Robert Fludd, alias Fluctibug produced this somewhat scematic diagam drowing a meclr,anical orgur driven by
a wabr-wheel. The pinning on 

-Oe 
tanet apPeats to be dosiSnd to ptay dicconant chodr!
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ce Thompson comes this interesting table Symphonion which plays centre
table version of the l9t/g inch model, Snci Ori discs are trt;#;;;
the larger machine.
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by Graham Webb

H#i*1;f'H "*#"il##$r"ffir#tJ"J:-h;rJ:'

Old Organ'. Dick's Dickensian (excuse me) appearance

*O tn.iftoa of lecturing have played a good part in the

undoubted success of his talks.

Dick is a good lecturer, it is
ho is in charge of the faculty

of Design DePartment of the

statement most carefully and I have come to the con'

clusion that it means that he is a good painter'

An active member of the M.B.S', Dick Eves in
converted to
studio was
an Aeolian

Orchestrelle. This will strike a familiar chord with

Dick owns a fine chamber barrel organ by Lincoln'

Dick Baines

One of
life this - und

London in
absolutely mint condition'

Ia
frien lies

with have

found no argument with my view that here is a man

worth knowing'
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Attendance at the meeting, although, quite
naturally down from.the record numbers of the
Annual
normal
particul
faces to

an 'rT,?ffiifJ#;y,'.".',
an for a miniature 4-air
musical box with a wooden case, was conducted by
Jo Webb in her inimitable style. On this occasion Jhe

8.25p from
e raffle go
t

our Hon.
slides of

mbers of the

members to decide, there and then. that a visit to
these places was a must.

The display of members' boxes was a litfle
disappointing in numbers but during the luncheon
interval it was well attended. Particular interest was
taken by members in a showirg by Mike Gilbert of
the equipment he uses for replacing tooth tips. The
tools included a jig for holding the drill set, which

Austin Oliver expoundg lack Donovan lfotens.



IvIr. W.K. Harding, self confessed ex'choir boy, sing-

ing a scale.

The second speaker of the afternoon was

Mr. Eric V. Cockayne, author of the book 'The Fair-
ground Organ'. Mr, Cockayne, an expert on Fair
organs, gave us a lecture on these instruments which,
in content and presentation, could almost be called

a masterpiece. C'etting straight into his subject by

discussing different types of organ pipes and the

instruments they are meant to imitate, Eric guided us

deftly through a series of facts and details about a

subject which to most of us is a closed book. The

slides which illustrated part of his talk were ex-
a record-
ught to
ative

lecture.

Keith Harding expounds

Ord-Hume achieved.

The first lecfure of the afternoon was presented
by Keith Harding under the title Musical Box
Technology. All praise to Keith for undertaking such
a formidably wide freld as a topic. The talk, which
could have been a little heavy, was saved from this by
Keith's humour, and very good participation from the
floor, illustrating by question and discussion the ex-
tremely wide range of interests there are in the Society.
I think, above all, along with Diatonic Scale, Mean
Tone and Equal Temperament, we shall remember

Eric Cockayne listens.

After tea had been taken a panel of five, chaired by
Arthur Ord-Hume, with Cyril de Vere Green; Keith
Harding; Eric Cockayne and Graham Webb, answered
questions on the general subject of mechanical music,
in particular their care and repair. The questions and
zuggestions came thick and fast and for this reason
this part of the day was a success also.

During his final words to the meeting the Hon.
Secretary delivered a bomb-shell which made the
audience gaqp. The management of the Great
Western Royal Hotel, where we have held so many
enjoyable meetings, had doubled the charges for the
room for the next meeting. This can only mean that
the Society will have to find a new venue for the
Spring. Our new Vice President Mr. David Tallis has
undertaken this uneviable task. We wish him eood
huntine!Marcella and Ralph Heintz frcm California.
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E[llil [R0$$tT0Rl
Compiled by Graham Webb

ACROSS

Take your choice, early maker or a friend of
Clark

4usltjqn early starter in composition
Could be an alternative name for a butterflv
wine
Goe-s well with the ladies and melodv*The end of a dress
Ticklish writer for a damper
A disc orsan
At least oince in Tara's Halls
Part of a chocolate coloured disc title?
Two for this, but not on your box we're sure

'A lake in Erin's Isle
*Part of that is where he's _tAn earlv sone*Run around ior the ashes
A well.known street organ, in Eastern Holland?
Part of a French tonici*Would you have it in a cup you won at solf?iAnd haVe done this at the same time? -
Is this a record?
A box may occasionally play something from
tn$

*Oh dear! That part again

(Tlrc solution is on page 181.)

21.
22.
23.
)<
26.
28.
29.
31.
1)
33.

37.

l.

4.
9.

II.
13.
t4.
15.
18.
19.
20.
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13.
16.

17.
18.
24.
26.
27.
30.

31.

34.
35.
36.
J t.
41.
42.

43.
44.
47.
48.
50.

38.
39.
40.
4t.

'45.
46.
48.
49.
51.

52.

Not quite in tune
*The French have the word for it

N
D
D his over it
This must rank as a stop on a barrel organ

*Altemative to French gold?
*Is it Latin?

Sounds as if thiq holiday place has a French
soring
The ietter the better?

DOWN

1. Music et/al for agood sound
2.
3.d
5. es? 8'3
6. eonSdown
1. * tisindefinite

before a vowel
8. It seems they've been given the wire

10. Later on? Look at some early tune sheets
11. *Will not db but is also as usual
12. Not sharp of course

*Front half of a harp?
14 Across may help you to score musically
with this
From Opposite
The act6f makes a pig of himself
Do you like mechanical music?

*Half of that is right
A house for part of a bell box
Piano-forte boxes are sometimes said to have
this
Musical box repairs could be called a form of
it

*It's later than before
A case could be made of it
Your etouffoirs are beneath some of them
Higher than treble

*Former
*Take a short saint away from hard metal and
you'lI get a slippery customer
Do this tb a resonator to lower a note
Unusually underdone, this box

*Best part of sago for the Past
*Not even normal
*A personal note

(*Answer is not musical)

of a27 m gives an

is. Ihe Sy LYne'

Ronnie te 14 year old

Dragon Inn until the inn was dernolished in 1961, an inter that they

have dimptes at the periphery instead of the morc normal drive holes.

A Riddle me ree. by Grace Thompson

My fint is in Komet, but not Carousel,

My second is Orchestrion and Orchesfielle.
My third if you read Graham l'ltebb you will see;

My fourth when he gives you that "nice cup of tea".

To make the fifth easy, it's in fanblade and screw,

Please don't give up yet, there is still more to do.

My sixth is in bird box and Dn Burnett,
My seventh to be found in an old organette,
There's two there in fact, so that helps you along
To the eighth, which appears in the Minstrel Boy song
The ninth is in endless, if loose it will wreck
The movement where tenth lies, a fine Rzebitschek.
My eleventh will be found in iust half a,tick
In Overture box, with it's cylinder thick.
My twelth and hte last, I'm sure you have won,
Is found in excelsior, the conundrum is dona
My whole is a trio, that's all I shall say,

For to help any more would iust give it away!

POLYPHON PARTS

The two centre pages contain a reproduction
of an engraving showing the parts of a

24lzinch Polyphon movement The engraving
forms part of an interesting instruction sheet
in four languages which is owned by Member
Arthur Ord-Hume. It is thought that there
might be an interest in a large sheet of this
reproduction for Members to hang in their
workrooms. Your Editor would be pleased to
know what is thought of this idea. Please

send in your views on this or any other project.
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I'UNING MUSICAL BOX COMBS

by D.A.R. Tallis.

Before starting to tune a music box comb it is as
well to realise that the kind of note that the teeth in
the comb play is govemed by three basic principles: -
PITCH OR NOTE This is contolled by the speed at
which the teeth vibrate, or in other woids th&
frequency.
VOLT ME This is controlled by the size or
amplitude of vibration.

basic principles,

PITCH The speed of the vibrating tooth can be
altered by:
(a) Altering the effective weight of the tooth by

either removing or adding lead to the resonitor

good way to lower the pitch of treble teeth, and
is done by thinning the underside of the tooth
near to the back of it, which will bring the mean
point of vibration nearer to the rear and thus in_
crease the effective length which lowers the
pitch of the tooth. Great carp has tO be exercised
when the comb is tuned this way, since the
effect is produced quickly and is hard to reverse.

The tools used to carry out the above are few and
simple. Resonators are reduced in size by snipping
them and they can have weight added to ttrem ti
adding solder with a soldering iron. Increase the
weight of treble teeth with solder from an iron and
reduce their weight either by careful use of a needle_
file or by using a small dentist's grinding wheel
attached to an electric motor ol flexible drive. The
gnnding wheel is less likely to break a tooth than a
frle and is therefore to be preferred.
VOLUME The above corrections will alfect the
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volume of the tooth. USually this will not be very
noticable, but if the box is a forte piano type, you
may have to conect it by:
(a) lncreaslng the weight and then conecting the

pitch to increase the volume.
(b) Reducing the weight and then correcting the

pitch by thinning the back of the comb. This will
reduce the volume.

TONE Unless considered in terms of wave form as we
have seen, tone is difficult to define. It is not hard to
realise, however, that the wave form must be very
closely related to the tooth shape, dimensions, steel
temper and weight length ratio. These are not very
easy to control, and on a complete comb the
problem does not adse, since all the teeth are the
same in character anyway. Howevet, on a comb
where a tooth has been replaced, you will often have
noticed that although the tooth is in tune, it sounds
different to the rest because of a different tone. This
can be avoided by choosing a tooth which is similar
in shape to the rest before you put it in the comb.
If a tooth of the riglrt type is used it sttould match
the others in sound. The tone of a Dawkins box is
entirely different from that produced by an early
F. Nicole overture box, and you only have to com-
pare the tooth shapes, especially in the treble, to
see why. The treble teeth of the Nicole are really
quite long considering they are pitched so high, but
the treble teeth of Dawkins boxes can be quite short
and stubby, with a tone which is much more crisp as

a result

We must now look at a few reasons for which we
would have to tune a tooth or teeth in practise.
There are many common teasons for a box sounding
'out of tune' and I shall try to suggest what the
collector should do about it.
(1)When a new tooth has to be put in the comb.

(a) Choose a tooth of the right shape in order to
get the correct TONE.

(b) Correct the PITCH by one of the methods
already described.

(c) Correct tlp VOLUME as described if this is

needed,
(2)When a resonator has to be replaced.

(a) The replac.ement should be slightly large in
comparison with those on either side of it.
Solder it on taking extueme care not to use

too mqch heat, and then correct the PITCH
by snipptng the excess lead awaY.

(b) Do not in this case alter any of the other
dimensions of the tooth, since TONE and
VOLUME are correct.

(3) Replacement of a damper.
(a) The use of the wrong size damper pin will

make a tooth go out of tune. Make a npw
one the couect size to correct the PITCH.

(b) The other dimensions of the tooth should be
left or you will affect the TONE and

VARIOUS WAVE FORMS OR TONE

Flute

Oboe

Tuning fork

Tuning fork-clang tone

Piano
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VOLTJME.

(4) Rusted comb.
(a) Some times a comb has areas of light rust/on

it, which have caused it to go out of tune.
Usually it is only necessary to remove the
rust to corrcct the PITCH. A good way to do
this is to sctape away the heaviest layer of
rust with the side of a razor blade and then to
remove the rest with a glass fible stick. What-
ever you do make sure to r€move the rust
and not the metal; Always work the blade and
stick in line with the teeth and not across
them.

(5) Pitted comb.
If a comb has been rusted so badly that it is deeply
pitted in places. It will have lost some of the quality
of the steel upon which its TONE, is dependent and
will sound dead as well as out of tune. All your
skill in tuning will never bring this comb back to its
original condition and tone quality.
(6) Buffed comb.

(a) Occasionally one sees a comb which has been
cleaned and then buffed to improve its
appearance. This action will almost certainly
have caused it to have gone out of tune over
its entire length. It is possible to rctune com-
pletely, But it will take about frve hours to
undo what a misguided collector did in five
minutes

We have said many theoretical things about
funing above, but nothing has yet been mentioned
about the actual business of lmding the right note.
This can be done in two main wavs:

(l) By comparison and sympathetic resonance.
(2)By eat

With (1), which is the best method unless y<iu
harre a very good musical ear we can:
(a) Tune a tooth to the same note as the tooth next

to it if you are lucky enough for it to be 'Paired'
in this way. If the two teeth are exactly in tune,
when you cause one to vibrate the other rvill
vibrate of its own accord due to sympathetic
vibrations of the right frequency reaching it. If
the tooth to be tuned is not twinned with the
one next to it, you can do the same over an
octave.

(b) The original and possible best method of tuning
was to comparc your comb with a standard
funing comb, such as the Nicole funing comb.

(c) You can also find the right note on the piano
and tune to your piano, but this will not be as

accurate as the above two methods, since the
modem piano is tuned to another pitch.

With (2), which is the way that many people use
to tune individual teeth, which are slighfly out of
fune, you must listen carefully while the box plays a
fune which you know well, and then pick out and
mark with a pencil the tooth out of tune. Then
watch it and listen to it while it plays and make the
correction.

Finally, by study and practise of tuning music
box combs it is one of the very best ways to increase
your appreciation of the skill of the original crafts
men in Switzerland. Remember that they started
with a sheet of steel. which was transformed into a
musical instrumenl

Leopold and lropold I I ; Holder of the Mark of Gratitude of Pope Leo XIII; Holder of the Mark of
Honour of Pope John XXII and of the Papal Merito Insigni.

Obituary
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SHAKESPEARE AND TTIE MUSICAL BOX

It is often supposed that the musical box was invented in eighteenth century Switzerland, and this
unlikely theory has been promoted by a number of worthy men (including the Editor). Bv

delving into the works of Shakespeare it has recently been discovered that the Bard not only took
a keen interest in musical-boxes but appears to have tried his hand at mending them. And not
only musical boxes. Singing-birds as well, as witness this quotation from Two Gentlemen of
Verona:

Except I be by Silvia in the night,
There is no music in the nightingale. Act lll Scene I

Obviously Shakespeare was not too sure about repairing singing-birds. Silvia had to help him.
Mr. Silvia was probably some obscure clockmaker in Stratford-on-Avon.

It is difficult to say if this man Silvia (probably a corruption of Sill, V.A., as he would be listed
in books on clockmakers) was referred to in connection with musical-boxes as per the same play:

He makes sweet music with th'enamell'd stones Act ll Scene 7

We all know what has happened here. The jewel on the governor mechanism has disappeared,
probably to pay one of Shakespeare's actors, and has been replaced by another, enamelled, stone.

Shakespeare, of course, lacked a supply of safety razor blades.

An obscure passage in Measure for Measure only makes sense if read in a musical box context:
'Gainst the tooth of time,
And razure of oblivion.

Clearly the Bard has had a run, and has lost a tune.
Sometimes Shakespeare is positively poetical about the musical box, as we see in Love's

Labours Lost:
As sweet and musical,
As bright Apollo's lute, strung with his hair; Act lV Scene 3

Readers may well have come across the lute mechanism on a musical box, though the Editor
confesses his ignorance on this score. lt was probably something on the lines of a mandoline
refinement. Nor do we know who A. Pollo was, who invented the lute attachment, and researches

in the Patent Office have unfortunately proved negative.

Shakespeare seems to have had a lot of trouble with his musical boxes. In that weJl-known
passage from Twelfth Night beginning "lf music be the food of love" there is an interesting phrce:

That strain again; it had a dying fall.

We all know what he means. Someone has put an untuned tooth in his musical box.
Musical boxes, singing-birds, is there no end to the references one can find in Shakespeare?

Musical clocks, too.
The iron tongue of midnight hath told twelve

A Midsummer Night's Dream Act V Scene 1

Could it be that Shakespeare knew of a talking clock, not merely a musical clock? Have we
been misled about the Elizabethan age, conned into believing it was all "prithee sire" and
farthingales, when really it was an advanced technological epoch? The mind boggles. R,p,
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SAROSOTA AND POINTS NORTH

Cyril de.Veo Grsen is nowly Ftumed frcm the trip he and Mrg de Vere Green mde to tho 19Zl conwntion
of The Musical Box Socigty Indrnational, hold thb year at Sarosota, Florida He kindly shares with us the'
jotrney and some of the happenings at this yearly orront.

What as not immediately apparent is why the de Verc Greens went to Florida by way of Canada, a round-
about way, one might think. Thotruth b that becanre of their Canadian connections lMrs, d.V.G. is Canadian,
Mr. d.V.G. not only graduated from the Univenity of Toronto but is Pr€sident of the Canadian Universities
Society of Great Britainl, the couple went to the Mapleleaft Charity Ball. Therc they won a lucky number prize
of two return tackots to Monttral.

So the mystry b solved. They sailed across the Atlantic on tho Empress of Canada and Cyril was able to
contet personally several Univesiti6, and help the Canadian Uniue|litios Society, ac indeed he helps our
Society with his personal contac$ in ploc like Sarosota

The story starts with our first corssing of the
Atlantic by sea since the middle 1930s which
proved a most pleasant voyage in spite of catching
the tail end of a hurricane, Off Newfoundland the
magnificant spectacle of a very large iceberg
glittering. in the sun, a rather misty two day trip up
the St. Lawrence to Montreal, a brief halt of some
eighteen hours and a flight to Cdgaty, This joumey
was a prelude to a most delightful holiday during
which we met so many friends. From Calgary to
Banff at the foot of the Rockies where we had some
fantastic scenic drives culminating in the joumey by
train to Vancouver, Two days later a 7.30 a-m,
flight down to San Diego wherc awaiting us at the
airport was our friend, a Member of this Society,
Crawford Reynolds. We spent two days with him
and his charming mother and had time to examine
his extremely fine collection of beautiful musical
boxes, his Ampico grand piano, an auto-change
Regina, an automatic banjo and an automatic harp
which are among some of the most memorable.
Another early start,vith Mrs. Reynolds insisting-on
rising at 5.30 a.m. io give us breakfast before
departing from San Diego via Los Angeles to Tampa,
Florida via New Orleans, a flight of some 2,000
miles and a loss of 4 hours by virtue of flying west
to east.

We arrived at Tampa at 5.30 p.m. and were met
by our good friends Howard and Helen Fitch who

Helen and Howard Fitch with minds on different
things

had driven some 50 miles from Sarosota to the
Holiday Inn where the Musicat Box Society Inter-
national of America was holding its Annual Meeting
in this large air-conditioned hotel immediately
facing the Gulf of Mexico with a temperature of
94oF, and the temperature in the sea well over
80oF. Following dinner we adjoumed to the
conference room where we were welcomed by the
many friends we have made on our previous trips to
the Society's ineetings and by friends who had made
the European Tour.

The following day which was Friday, two coach-
loads left for Fort Myers to visit the winter home of
the late Mr. Edison which was donated as a museum
and which contains the many experiments and
inventions with which Mr, Edison was connected.
Apart from the gardens which contained a multitude
of trees and plants from all over the world, perhaps
one of the things which impressed most was a
substitute for rubber which he had manufactured
from that flowering weed known as Golden Rod.
Friday evening, the Meeting at Sarosota was organised
by Mr. Bellm and his wife, and that evening they
invited members to visit their museum of musical
instruments and vintage cars. This proved to be a
most enjoyable evening, for the exhibition which
is housed in an extremely large building ranges from
musical boxes, disc machines of every make and

Well met at Sarosota: Alan Brehault. a Member
from New Zeiland.
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An old friend, Hughes M. Ryder.

size, player pianos of every description to mechanical
orgirns one which was of mammoth dimensions. The
welcome given by Mr. and Mrs. Bellm and the
hospitality received made this a most outstanding
and memorable visit and some of us remained until
long after midnight.

On the Saturday moming the Society held its
business meeting during which certificates of merit
for outstanding services to the Society were presented
to Mr. Louis Hoone. Mrs Fabel and to Howard and
Helen Fitch. We were delighted to be present at
a time when acknowledgement was paid to its mem-
bers who had done and are still doing so much for
the Society. The aftemoon session opened with a

description and demonstration by Mr. Bob Calland
on the repair of small hand organs which provoked
quite a lively discussion among the members.
Mr. Hathaway was the next speaker on the
restoration of a large Mortier organ illustrated with
excellent colour slides. The third speaker in the
afternoon was Mr. Harvey Roehl who gave a most
profusely illustrated lecture on the Society's
European Tour. One was able to imagine the pace of
this trip for the number of collections and museums
visited seemed legion and I can only believe that the
whole party slept soundly whilst flying home.
Durirg the meeting there were on display some

A triple-disc machine by Imperial Symphonion,
using 1714 inch discs

musical boxes urd other items some for sale. This
exhibition, I am glad to report was far far smaller
than at our Meetings in London.

The hotel catered for the group which,
incidentally numbered approxim ately 200, from
breakfast to the banquet. Following the banquet I
was privileged to address yet another Annual
Meeting of this Society on some of my favourite
items in our collection.

Incidentally, at breakfast I was introduced to a

Southem dish called "grtz". In spite ofexhortations
to eat it with bacon, with eggs, butter or jam, I
found myself shutting my eyes, pinching my nose

Lee Edwards with miniature organ and friend.

and gulping down a spoonfrtl. This remark will I
am certain bring forth shudders from some ofthe
members and sympathy from others.

On the Sunday some membets had kindly
thrown open their homes and collections in that
part of Florida but we alas were unable to participate,
since our progralnme was arranged that we drove the
three hundred odd miles across to the east coast of
Florida and it meant that with maly handshakes we
again left the Annual Meeting of our paternal
Society having rcnewed many old friendships, met
many new friends and stored away in our minds the
happiest of memories
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The Case of the
Disintegrating Train, the
Disconcerted Collector, and the
Deceptive Discs

by Robin Timms

"There's'n instruction in the funnel!" Such
was the news which astounded and bewildered
passengers on Kent House station on the
morning of Saturday May,22nd, the date, you
will recall, of the Spring Meeting.,"The tmin
was going through," the porter explained, "and
they heard a loud BANG at Sydenham and saw
smoke coming out of the tunnel. The station
nranager and the inspector is jrst walking
through to see what they can find. There's no
trains up or down."

There was nothing for it but to pace up and down
the platform for an undefinite period, meditating
upon all the bargains which were, no doubt at that
very time, being carried into the Great Westem Hotel
and placed beneath tlrc gu:e of the privileged collectors
who had come up to London otherwise than on the
Southem Region,

"The 09.30 Orpy and the 10.00 Orpy has gone up
the loop!" Occasional cryptic news flashes, intelligrble
only to long-suffering patrons of the Southem, broke
in upon one's thoughts; and when a train finally did
arrive, it was like the uzual Mon.-Fri. rush hour
scramble for seats. The driver played it cool, and took
no, but absolutely no chances in the tunnel!

Zeal unabated, yours truly arrived at the top of the
stairs in the Great Western just in time to see Jocelyn
Walker of Securicor wrapping several feet of chain
round the door handles of the exhibition room.
"There's masses of sfuff in there," I was assured.

We were ushered into the lecfure room for the
first talk and, furtively glancing round, I felt sure from
the expression of contentment and quiet repose on
many faces that the hour for cooly snatching up
bargains was over,

After the lecture I made my way to the exhibition
room without delay, neatly avoiding the raffle-ticket-
selling and registration-fee<ollecting squad.

Having studied the Kalliope catalogue reproduced
in the last edition of this joumal, I was particularly
interested to find on display two Kalliopes playing
discs of.about l3in., one with bells and one without.
It appears that the bells are brought into play by means
of the same disc projections as are responsible for the
bass notes. This has the obvious advantage over

Polyphon that you do not need special discs (so hard
to find) for the model with bells; but on the other
hand, if the bells are operated in conjunction with
the bass notes, this could restrict their scope and
effectiveness as an independent part,

I had noticed that the Kalliope catalogue is some-
what similar to the llin. Polyphon catalogue: a very
large number of titles are common to both lists and
frequently occur at similar points in the respective
catalogues. For example, of the fust 50 tifles in the
Kalliope list at least 38 were also done on the llin.
Polyphon. Then of the first 50 titles in the l1in.
Polyphon list, 29 appear in the Kalliope list. Of these
29,14 appear in the flrst 50 Kalliope titles, 22 in the
fust 100. Of the remaining seven common titles, four
appear in close proximity much later in the Kalliope
lisl In its frst 100 titles each list includes the same

three hymns and the same two carols. A multiplicity
of points of resemblance led me to wonder whether
Kalliope had borrowed many of their ideas for titles
from the Polyphon catalogue, I was therefore
particularly interestld to hear the two Kalliopes on
show at the meetine.

The first thing I noticed was that they were both
tuned in D flat, the same key as the majority of llin.
Polyphons. In point offact the 13in. Kalliope has 6l
notes to the llin. Polyphon's 54; but the basic range
and scale of the comb is the same, I discovered also
that the actual arrangement of the tunes on Kalliope
is quite similar to that on Polyphon, the resemblance
often extending to gratuitous runs and embellishments
of the melody. Kalliope sometimes has additional or
varied ornamentation, but the basic anangement is too
cosistently similar to Polyphon for it to be entirely a

coincidence. It would be interesting to know ifother
collectors have detected apparent 'borrowings' of one
company's disc settings by another,

I lingered long listenigg to many lovely boxes
while most of the members were gorging themselves
in the restaurant below; then I very naughtily dipped
out just before the Solemn Assembly at 2,15 to eat a
few sandwiches in Kensington Gardens. My wickedness
was suitably rewarded by an unexpected shower of
rain, but I was able to take refuge under a particularly
leafy tree and got back to the hotel in time to enjoy
Dick Baines' talk on Christie.

I was punished in another way for not attending
the A.G.M. Had I been there I should have known that
Graham Webb was now editor of the Joumal, and had
I known that I might not have made some incautious
remark which prompted him to command, almost on
pah of excommunication, that I should write some-
thing for the magazine.

Well, I've done my penance, and no doubt he'll
think carefully before asking me again! See you at
the next meeting!

For a photograph of the Kallbpe eee Vol.S No.2 Page I l7
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lmffiRfiffiiltlll0[
by Dr. Peter Whitehead

The following is the method that I have found
requiring least effort for me when replacing steel
wire dampers and I feel that I should pass on this
information hoping that it will be of benefit to
someone :ls young and technically inexperienced as
myself.
The equipment I use is as follows: -
Damper wire. A fair range of sizes would be a
sensible initial intake and these can be obtained from
Keith Harding Antiques of Homsey Road, London.
Selfretaining needle holder (surgical). (Illus" I).
Plus Gas.
Soft wooden board - a 2'length ofordinary floor
board would be ideal (provided of course it were no
longer part of the floor).
Fine pointed forceps fllus. 2/. Points preferably no
more than lmm. wide when closed.
End ships - fine and coarse.
Small carborundum stone ftept oiled in tin foil
paper).
Carbon tetrachloride and small stiff brush.
Steel gauge as described in CVlinder Musical Box
Handbook by Graham Webb (Illus. 3).
Shaped forceps for curling dampers (Illus, 4).
"Expo" Minidrill and full set of high speed metal
drills nos. 6ll80.
Micrometer.
Angle-poise or similar beamed illumination.
Table and comfortable chair.
Absolute peace and quiet.

Technique
Ideally the pins in the cylinder should be

straightened before work on replacing the dampers
is even initiated. The comb is removed from the bed
plate (I frnd this easier ifthe entire works are taken
out of the box initially), The comb is then immediate-
ly screwed upside down on to the wooden board so
that none of the teeth project over the edge of the
board. I tlen bnrsh carbon tetrachloride on to the
comb - even on to resonators, brushing well round
the tips and remains of old dampers.
Waming - Carbon tetrochlordie, although non-
inflammable, is toxic and should be used in a well
ventihted atmosphere. Heat converts it to Phosgene,
o toxic gas - even smoking a cigarctte will add this
gas to the nicotine and tar.

When the carbon tetrachloride is dry I place a
drop of Plus Gas on the end ofeach tooth trying to
place it on top of the anvil trtrat holds the damper

pin. I then leave it for a few hours to allow the Plus
Gas to perform its magic. Using the needle holder I
grip the first bass damper pin, ctp the needle holder
to the closed position and then very gently rotate it
until the pin literally falls out still being held by the
needle holder. I do this initially for every fifth or
sixth damper pin. Using the fine pointed forceps I re-
move the portion of remahing old damper and
measure its width (a frddly job) in the micrometer,
making a note of the size of the damper wire that is
to be eventually fitted in the hole, A rather easier
method of estimating the damper wire size is to f,rt
the size that will allow the original pin to be inserted
back into the anvil to the original depth with wire
in situ.

Having now a fair idea of the size of damper wire
to be used, I work from left to right removing the
retaining pins, cleaning out the hole in the anvil and
inserting new wire. I then use the needle holder to
rcinsert the pin underneath the wire, cutting the
wirc longer than is necessary, using coarse end snips
so that the new wire projects about /zcm, proud of
the tooth tip. It is important to get the new wire
sticking out parallel to the line of the tooth (Illus. 5).
The comb is now removed from the board and '
placed on top of the steel gauge (Illus. 6). This gauge

I had milled out from a steel slab rather than making
up a brass gauge as suggested by Graham Webb as I
felt that a steel one would be less likely to bend or
wear with continuous use. The comb tips are placed
so that they. are touching the lip of the gauge and
then using the ltne end snips the wires are cut flush
with the outer side of the lip. With the comb still
on the steel gauge I then gently pass the carborundum
stone over the wire and end of the gauge very lightly
in order to attempt a honing of the end of the wire.
Having now finished with the gauge I blow off any
remains of carborundum from the comb and re-set
the comb on the wooden board so that the teeth
dightly project over the edge of the board thus
enabling greater freedom of movement with the
shaped forceps used for curling the dampers. At this
stage the damper wire still projects parallel to the
direction of the teeth; the wire is then bent away
from the tooth at a 45o angle (approx.) using any
small eyebrow tweezers. The damper wire is then
curled to shape (Illus. 7). The tip of the curled dam-
per wire should bertainly not be proud of the tip of
the tooth when looking along the line of the tips and
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VIEWED FROI' SIOE

NOTE THAT TTIE DINECTION OF PULLING THE
FORCEPS IS HORIZONTAL AND THAT THE FORCEPS
ARE ACTUALLY HELD AT 4'5 DEGREES TO
HORIZONTAL. MOST OF THIS CURLING ACTIOI{ IS
CARRIED OUT AT THE PIN END OF THE ITIFE, RATHER
THAN AT THE TOOTH.TIP END OF THE IYIRE.

should be in fairly close proximity to the tip but not
actually touching as othewise it will not act as a
damper when the cylinder pin contacts it.

Uually at this stage a stiff whisky and at least
a few hours retircment is indicated. The comb can
then be placed on the musical box and tested. It will
probably sound lousy.

I usually play the musical box many.times over a
period of a week or so and then rc-adjust the position
of the dampers. I lind that most of the curling pro-
ces irivolved in the dampers is in the portion of the
wire immediately adjacent to the anvil rather than
the portion noxt to the dp ofthe tooth.

The illustations will I hope make up for my
inade4uacbs ln description. I am quite willing to
demonstrate this method but certainly do not
advocate it as by any means ideal or better than any-
one elge's method but to quote the man who wore
his tnrss back to front - "it works alright for me"!

A few general tips are perhaps now indicated.

All finger movement seems to be shaky and
wobbly unless the wrist is rested on a firm surface
and thea most straking movements nearly disappear.

The eye-sight can be aided by the use of prismatic
magnifying spectacles which can fe clipped on to
existing ryectacle frames or on to s blank spectacle
ftame.

NOTE THAT THE END OF IIIRE DOES NOT TOUCH
rq,TH TIP AND MU{IT BE IN EXACT REGISTER WIIH
THE TOOTH TIP OR THE CYLINDER PINS MAY MISS
IHE OA]IIPER WHEN STRIKING THE Tq)TH,

DIRECTIOI{ OF PULIII{G FONCEPIS

I found the hardest part to tackle was the re-
moval of existing damper pins but thanks to the use
of my needle holder this problem is greatly minimis-
ed, However there are occasional short damper pins
for which my instrument is useless and I find that
the only thing, if attempts to gently lever them out
using a very small jeweller's screwdriver behind the
anvil fail, is then to file these as flat as possible to
the anvil and drill them out using approx. size 74
drill in the Minidril (I suppose this could be done by
an Archimedes drill but I am exceedingly lazy).

The drilled out damper pin can be replaced rrsing
brass clock pins approximately 2mm. long and
exactly lmm. wide at the narrowest point. This size
seems to have fitted almost all holes in damper
anvils.

Some musical box makers must I think have
originally inserted brass damper wire using iron or
alloy pins, and when these damper pins are short,
drilling them out is an exasperating task.

I hope my information will be of benefit to
someone,

My thanks arE to: - Grace Thompson for per-
suading me to "have a go"; to Graham Webb for the
information in his book "The Cylinder Musical Box
Handbook; to Keith Harding for providing damper
wire and information, and to a patient of mine, who
wishes to remain anonymous-for moral support.
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0||l$il01r ilililt$tTrn
Conducted by Keith Harding and Cliff Bumet

Our Editor has asked us to produce a question and answer forum and we think this is a splendid opportunity
for all of us to pool information and exchange ideas. If you want this to be a rcally excitirg magazine, 

-write 
to

us today. We will do our best to ansurer your questbns on anything to do with mechanicalhusii, but if we
cannot' so much the better; we will print them and try to find someone who can. If you disagree with our
answe research project, let us know about it and
invite make this a b[ success. Please write to us
soon, 7."

Member Norman Brown of Glaqgow writes:-
I hove recently heord the term "Gomme" num-

ber used in reference to o nurking or number on
music sheets. Con you pleae explain what this is, and
its purpose.

"Gamme" is a French word meaning gamut or
musical scale. Strictly speaking, the gamme bf a
musical box is the tuning scale of its comb. In
practice, musical box makers allotted each musical
box a gamme number which refers not only to the
funing scale of its comb but also to the programme
of tunes which the box plays, and their arrangement.
Thus all musical boxes by the same maker with
identical gamme numbers have identically pinned
cyfinders, the same programmes and the same tuning
scales.

The gamme number is usually urritten on the
tunesheet together with the serial number in the case
of good quality boxes. It may also be found scored
on the lead funing weight of the extreme base
tooth, and scratched on the left hand end of the
cylinder. This is always tle case in boxes by Nicole
Freres.

For some ye:rs now, together with Patrick
McCrossan, we have been keeping records of the
programmes, serial numbers and gamme numbers of
all the Nicole Freres boxes that have passed through
our hands. These have now been card indexed in the
order of gamme number, and form a most useful
reference, If a box by Nicole Frercs tums up with-
out a tune sheet, we can obtain its gamme number
from the base lead or the left hand cylinder cap, and
by looking at the appropriate card in the card index
we can find out its programme. This is particularly
useful in the case of boxes which need repinning and
do not play. There is also some correlation between
the gamme number of a box and its date.

lf any of our readers have Nicole Freres boxes
without tunesheets and would like to send us details

of serial and gamme numbers, we just might be able
to supply them with progammes, Now here's how
you can help us to help you. We would urge every-
body who reads this article to send us details of the
Serial numbers, gamme numbers and programmes of
all the Nicole Freres boxes they see and help us to
build up a really comprehensive card index. We are
now starting to compile a similar card index for
other makers such as Bremond, so if you feel really
energetic. . .. !

I hwe recently seen a musical box which appeared
to be a Bremond but the nome Stauffer was engraved
on the winding lever above the Bremond serial num-
ber. Ilho made this box?

In the appendix to Clark's book is the entry
"Stauffer, Geneva (1978) musical boxes ofgood
quality."

I suspect that this may be a box ordered from
Bremond by Stauffer who may or may not have
made boxes of his own. It is known that boxes
marked "B.B. & Cie." were made for Berens,
Blumberg and Company by Lecoultre, and I have
recently had two almost identical Bremond boxes.
one of which was clearly labelled Ami Rivenc. Thus
there is ample precendent for one maker to make
boxes for another. Would anyone else like to com-
ment on this?

I om trying to overhaul my ftrst musical box. I
have removed the cylinder pinion and sping, but
the cylinder arbor will not come out of the
cylinder. How do I remove it?

We must congratulate you on not doing any-
thing drastic. Too many people would have tried to
hammer the arbor through, damaging the bearings
in the ends of the cylinder and also the male centrc
on the end of the arbor, which is of vital importance
to the restorer who needs to spin the cylinder on the
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lathe, as in repinning.

First of all, you should soak the ends of the
arbor and the bearing holes ofthe cylinder with
easing oil or plus gas to soften the hard oil and rust.
With the arbor in as far as it will go, clean all dirt
and nrst off the exposed part of the arbor, taking
care not to scratch the bearing surfaces. Gentle
rubbing with fine wire wool will not hurt. Try to
pull the arbor straight out, and do NOT twist it, as

this may score radial grooves in the bearings and make
it harder than ever to put out, If it is stubbom, place
a block of medium soft wood such as pine on a firm
zurface, wrap a cloth round the cylinder and holding
it vertical with the cylinder wheel uppermost tap
the end of the arbor sharply on the block of wood.
This will drift the arbor out of the cylinder. If the
arbor is really rusty, it may happen that the end of
the cylinder will come off, but of course this can be
put back, taking care to line up the locating marks
and applying just enough heat to soften the cement.

After removing the arbor, clean off all traces of
rust with a wire brush, polish the bearing surfaces,
taking care not to remove any metal, and oil it. To
prvent recurrence of this trouble, remember that
on no account must water ever be allowed near a

cylinder, which should be kept as dry as possible.
After cleaning the cylinder with metal polish and if
necessary watch rinsing solution, peg out the bear-
ings very carefully to remove all traces of the polish,
which is abrasive, by twisting a thick piece of
tapercd wood in,the holes in the end plates.

I cannot find any reference on how to deal with
a double spring banel. Could you please tetl me how
to set about the stilp down and re-assembly of my
double spring banel? The maker is P.V.F.

The double spring barrel assembly has two springs
linked end to end through a common arbor which is
free to rotate.

The 'winding barrel'remains stationary, except when
winding, whilst the 'going barel'drives the move-
ment. Thus, compared to a single spring of the same
size this assembly stores twice the energy, gives the
same tuming force and so gives twice the playing
time. Whilst in motion, the arbor should tum at half
the rate of the moving barrel.

Before taking the movement apart, wind the
springs sufficiently to lift the male stop from the
stopwork, and remove the female stopwork wheels,
noting which one is which. Irt the springs down in
the usual manner until the going barrel is slack; if
you joggle it there should be free play at the cylinder
pinion. It is now safe to remove the spring assembly
from the chassis. Take offthe right hand bddge, the
winding handle, the left hand bridge, and the male
stops. Take great care to keep each set of stopwork
for its correct spring bartel.

Find a thick piece of fairly firm but soft wood
and lay it on a fum zurface. Take hold of one barrel
and raise the assembly with the arbor vertical over
the wood and bring it sharply down, when thb
momentum of the lower barrel will part it from its
cover; unscrew it to unhook the spring. Holding the
arbor remove the other spring-in-barrel the same way.

You now have two spring covers trapped on a
double arbor! However, it is uzually simple to remove
one of the spring cores. The arbor hook is the
shaped end of a large steel pin which passes through
the zinc or brass spring core and the stool arbor
shaft. Take a piece of wood and make in it a hole
sufficient to receive the hook and pin, place the
arbor horizontally on the wood, hook in the hole,
and with hammer and punch drive the pin through.
Now draw the spring core off the arbor and remove
the spring covers for polishing etc, Note the core
orientation!

All the components can now be dealt with as for
single sprhg assemblies, except that the winding
ratchet wheel may need dressing with a hle to re-
move burrs. Take great care not to deform the tooth
or mark the barrel.

Assembly is carried out in the reverse order.
Take care to thrcad the covers onto the arbor in the
correct order; they are rarely identical. Put on the
spring core the same way round as before, ensuring
that the holes are perfectly aligned before driving
in the hook which must be orientated to hook the
spring. Do not rivet the hook; the pressure of the
spring can only hold it in. Cracks in the core are
common, but as it is only compressed by the spring
this is not troublesome. Before putting the spring
barrels on be sure that the innermost turn is tnre and
tight enough for sure hooking. Put one barrel on
fust and hook the spring by winding it round. To
replace the cover, use three clamps with protective
card, and packing for recessed covers; draw each
clamp up in tum a little at a time until the cover
maps into its groove all round. Be zure that the
cover is orientated correctly. It is usually necessary
to modify the clamps by thinning with a file so that
they will fit between the barrels to ht the other
cover. When putting on the other barrel, be sure to
screw it on so that the spring hooks without un-
hooking the lust spring. Temporary use can be
made of the stopwork to hold the springs in tension
and hooked.

Setting the stopwork

Use a duster to hold your polished barrels
throughout this process. Do not re-assemble
cracked mainsprings.

When you are sure that the entire mechanics of
the movement are sound you can set up the stop-
works. Be sure that the ratchet wheel. clicks and click



springs operate cofiectly. Before winding up you
must be certain that the governor is functioning well.

Wind the mainsprings fully, i.e., until a positively
increased resistance is felt, but not beyond this
point. Run the movement down until the screw
hol€ is accessible for fixing the stopwork. Rewind
the springs fully. Run down the movements until
going barrel has rotated approximately two tums
and the screw hole is again accessible. Now screw on
the gohg barrel stopwork so that rotation of the
male in an anti clockwise direction will bring it into
the last notch and prevent further winding.

Most likely the winding barrel is placed so that
the screw hole is not now visible, so wind and run
down until the screw hole is accessible at the same
time as the spring is fully wound. Now run down the
movement, watching the male stopwork until it has
rotated approximately one turn, then fit the female
stopwork so that any rotation of the winding barrel
in a clockwise direction will engage the last notch in
the female stopwork and prevent further winding.
Nole theorientation of the stopwork is the same

both ends! Check your success by running down
the movement and seeing both stopworks keep
roughly in step. Finally, rub over the assembly with
a fine polishing cloth to produce that hntouched by
human hands'look.

Member C.R. Thompson writes:-

ing

Editors note: The section devoted to double spring
banel assemblies is taken from a workshop manual
which Keith and Ctff are prcparulg, this of course
includes the fine dnwing.

rrrr||P0ll mR[101]$
Reprinted frorn'Household Words' October 24th l8S7

Just on the verge of that mysterious country,
about the time when the fumiture is growing into
queer misty shapes, and the droll jumble of the day's
events with grotesque and inconsistent creatures is
beginning, I am rudely called back to earth by
horrid jangling - such jangling! - apparently just
over my head, Carillons disorderly, working away
pitilessly: creatures that never sleep all the night
long, and care not whom they waken, Carillons of
the great palace, round the corner, now making
ready to ring in the hour. Hear the music of the bells,
sang a poor sot once on a time, what a world of
fancies their melody foretells! At any other season
perhaps: not when just come off the Spoorweg.
They should be stopped, silenced, I cry, indignantly,
as they resolve themselves into a tune - a real tune -
Mozartian, Handelian, I care not which; at any rate,
now impossible to say. For a stave or so from the
tune's close, another Carillon hard-by begins, and
others far and near all over the city arc getting into
play, making most horible discord. Vile hurly
burly! confusion! distraction! ten thousand Teufels!
What does all this mean? Is therc conspiracy in the

town to murder sleep? Where are the politie, as their
vile jargon has it - yes the politie? Where, indeed! I
rise up, and look towards the window, and frnd that
there has gown up in the street, a din and hum of
many voices, say I? At this moment there are half-a-
dozen men full of wine coming processionally down
the street, and roaring, in parts, at the top of their
voices. The whole town has discharged itself into
that street - Egglirg, laughing, chattering like a

thousand magpies, and calling to each other from
afar; this being, as I am informed later, theh
promenade, orBoulevard; and this being, of all
other times in the world, their choice season for
recreation, or delassement I look down on the
population from my window with weary eyes, and
find them as thick as flies. Crowded together are
these Hollanders and Hollandaises, - absolutely
jostling each other to get througlr" I look down for
some moments curiously, and go back to my lay-
figure drapery, prayng heartily for their flying
countryman to come and take them off bodily in
his ship. All this while Carillons are at work period-
ically, waking up every quarter-of-an-hour, punc-
tually. I liken them, with grim satisfaction, to the
dogs in a cur-infested neighbourhood, - one dismal
whine setting all the rest off in full cry.
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Notes on ............. ...... THE ATLAS ORGANETTE

by Roger Booty

The atlas organette, in common with most other
disc oryanettes, was made in Germany. The model
which I examined has a case measurirg l7 inches by
13 inches by 8 inches high. The case, again like most
ofthese machines, ispainted black. There are l8
steel tongued reeds and the disc size is 103/6 inches
diameter, The disc is driven in a clockwise dircction
by means of two drive pins which enter holes at the
centre of the disc. A larger model was made using a
disc of l2 inches diameter and posibly machines
even larger were made. Unforhrnately I do not know
what the tuning of the reeds is since they are only
numbered, and not marked with the scale, as most
American made reeds are. The lowest funed reed has
a small open ended cardboard box covering it, the
only reason I can see for this is that it may help to
improve the tone of the note.

Usually on a keyed organette, all the keys are
held down until a hole occurs in the disc to allow
one to rise and open the valve connected to it. On
the atlas however the opposite applies, when a note
is required to play the key is pressed down by a
flange formed as a projection on the underside of
the disc, this method, and indeed the same shape of
flange, is used on the Amorette disc organette. In an
article in The Music Box (Volume I Number 4)
R.A. Moss states that the 103/g inch discs are
interchangeable between the two machines.

As may be seen from the photograph of the
interior of the Atlas, the action is in 'as new'
condition. It seems likely that it has had very little
use, as even the sheepskin valves are clean and not
blackened by grime. If it is found necessary to re-
move the soundboard, on which are hxed lhe keys
and valves, crankrod and centre turntable, remember
to take extreme care, since the reeds are fixed to
the underside of this board. They are most fragile.
The bellows, which create prcssurc within the action,
are made from folded card, with the comers covered
with split skin. The hinges on the bellows are pieces
of sheep-skin, which hold the two boards which
form the bellows together. The extemally sprung
reservoir is also made with card and split skin. This
is not visible in the photograph but when working it
comes down between tlre two inside boards of the
bellows.

As it is essential that the discs should not be
tumed anti-clockwise, a ratchet and pawl are fitted
to work on the crank rod. There is however a slight
chance of the pawl becoming disengaged, especially
if the machine is turned upside down. To ensure that
this does not happen it is possible to fix a small stop
in the form of an L shaped piece of wire. The short
arm of the L is set into the block on to which the

pawl is fitted. The long arm of the L rests across the
pawl at a pointjust above its pivot, but no so far
along that it is prevented from moving up and down
as the ratchet revolves.

Ifit is found necessary to repaint the black case

of this or any other organette it is fairly simple to
do and the name can be replaced by using Letraset
lettering, some types of which are obtainable in
gold. As a final point I would like to ask a question.
Why are the cases of these German disc organettes so
popular with wood-worm?

THE ATLAS ORGANETTE ACTION

(about half actual sizel

SOUNDING NOTE

looking head on

AT REST

air ulder prcssure escapes to sound reed
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ilMPtEX
PIANO

PtR
is the easiest to manipulate of all the
piano-players, and gives greater control
and range of expression than any other
instrument of the kind. That is our

statement to /otr, and it is supported by rvhat
Mascagni, Nladame Calv6, and other leading musicians

have said in praise of the SII\IPLEX. But we do not
wish you to be guided by our opinion or the opinion ot

musical experts, holever famous. We say to you,

TRY FOR YOURSELF.
Sit down to the SIMPLEX, and sit down to the other piano-players,

and ascertain by actual trial which offers you the greatest advantages.
With the SIMPLEX PIANO-PLAYER anybody, rvhether ignorant of
or expert at music, can play an1'thing.

Price f52 net.
Easy Terms ol Payment can be arranged.
Illustrated Catalodue No. 15 Post Free

on appllcatlon.

WTIOLESALE DEPOT: Tne SrMpLrx PraNo-PtAyER Co,,
15, Colonial Buildiugs, Hattou Garder,
London, E.C.

WEST END DEPOT: r5a, Hanover
Squ4re, W,

CITY DEPOT: ro4 & ro5' BishoPsgatc
Street Within.

And E4 BRANCII DEPOTS.

An adwrticement takm fiom 'The lllugtsaied London News' of Norrember 18O1. 1903 in the collection of the
Editor. 
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The New Editor writes:

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER your journal
has a new editor. For the past eight years or so the
professional talents of Arthur Ord-Hume have been
available for the task of editing thisjournal ivhich
he alone created. During this time, for as long as

the Musical Box Societyhas existed, we have seen

his baby grow from its small beginnings as a

duplicated booklet to its present position as a

journal equal, at the very least, in quality and
content to the organ of any comparable Society.

Over the years Arthur has, by dint of sheer
hard work, made this book his own to such a
degree that it is hard for me to imagine that I can
continue to do as good a job of work as we have

come to take for granted. What I am resolved to
do, however, with God's grace and the help of all
of you, is to become as competent and as skilful as

it is possible for me to be. Present Hon. Editor Gralram Webb.

With a new editor there are bound to be some

changes, however small, it is only natural that the
personality of the editor will reflect in the journal.
There will be mistakes too, of course, however
hard I try, and for these I blame my total ignorance
in advance and ask you not to judge too harslrly.

I hope it has been noticed how much emphasis

I am putting on the fact that the journal belongs

to the members. Without your contributions of
material, articles and letters the journal will grind
to a halt. On this subject I must be plain, so far
there has not been enough participation in the
content of the journal by members of the Society.
I ask you now, please remember that, however
small your'contribution may be, it is the life
blood of your Society and therefore your duty to
submit it. Think hard, decide what you can do as

your share and act, spend three of those Newps on
a stamp and send your contribution to me. Even
if it's a letter of complaint it will at least make you
an active member of your Society.

Having asked not only your
assistance I leave you to read
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LINES ON HEARING THE ORGAN

We are indebted to Member Richard Jefferies for the poem we print her€. Mr. Jefferies found it while
glancing through one of the many interesting books he hrs collected.

The author of the poem was Orarles Stuart Catverley, who was bom in 1831 and died in 1884. The poem
was originally publirhed in an anthologr which Calverly wrote called'Fly [raves', published in 1872. The book
ran to two editiong the second being publiehed in the same year.

Calverley became a full-time poet when an ice-skating accident prevented him from completing his sfudies
to become a solicitor. Although he became an invalid thfu did not detract from his sometimes repier wit. He
was known ae a satyrist and a parodiet One of hir better known pcms war 'Ode to Tobacco', but perhaps
he was best lmown for a sardonic peom he unote entitled'Proverbial Philooophy'. Although a'minor poef ,
Calverley was, neverthelees, well thought of in hir time.

GRINDER, who serenely grindest
At my door the Hundredth Psalm,

Till thou ultimately frndest
Pence in thy unwashen palm:

Grinder, jocund-hearted Grinder,
Near whom Barbary's nimble son,

Poised with skill upon his hinder
Paws, accepts the proffered bun:

Dearly do I love thy grinding;
Joy to meet thee on thy road

Where thou prowlest through the blinding
Dust with that stupendous load,

'Neath the baleful star of Sirius,
When the postmen slowlier jog,

And the ox becomes delirious,
And the muzzle decks the dog.

Tell me by what art thou bindest
On thy feet those ancient shoon:

Tell me, Grinder, if thou grindest
Always, always out of tune,

Tell me if, as thou art buckling
On thy straps with eager claws,

Thou forecastest, inly chuckling,
All the rage that thou wilt cause.

Tell me if at all thou mindest
When folks flee, as if on wings,

From thee as at ease thou grindest:
Tell me fifty thousand things.

Grinder, gentle-hearted Grinder !

Ruffians who led evil lives,
Soothed by thy sweet strains, are kinder

To thefu bullocks and their wives:

Children, when they see thy zupple
Form approach, are out like shots;

Half-a-bar sets several couple
Waltzing in convenient spots;

Not with clumsy lacks or Georges:
Unprofaned by gtasp of man

Maidens speed those simple orgies,
Betsey lane with Betsey Ann.

As they love thee in St. Giles's
Thou art loved in Grosvenor Square:

None of those engaging smiles is
Unreciprocated there.

Often, ere yet thou hast hammer'd
Through thy four delicious airs,

Coins are flung thee by enamour'd
Housemaids upon area stairs:

E'en the ambrosial-whisker'd flunkey
Eyes thy boots and thine unkempt

Beard and melancholy monkey
More in pity than contempt.

Far from England, in tlte sunny
South, where Anio leaps in foam,

Thou wast rear'd, till lack of money
Drew thee from thy vineclad home:

And thy mate, the sinewy Jocko,
From Brazil or Afric came

Land of simoom and sirocco-
And he seems extremely tame.

There he quaffd the undefiled
Spring, or hung with apelike glee,

By his teeth or tail or eyelid,
To the slippery m4ngo-tree:

There he woo'd and won a dusky
Bride, of instincts like his own;

Talk'd of love till he was husky
In a tongue to us unknown:
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Side by side 'twas theirs to ravage
The potato ground or cut

Down the unsuspecting savage

With the well-aim'd cocoa-nut:-

Till the miscreant Stranger tore him
Screaming from his blue-faced fair;

And they flung strange raiment o'et him,
Raiment which he could not bear:

Sever'd from the pure embraces
Of his children and his spouse,

He must ride fantastic races
Mounted on reluctant sows:

But the heart of wistful Jocko
Still was with his ancient flame

In the nutgroves of Morocco;
Or if not it's all the same.

Grinder, winsome grinsome Grinder!
They who see thee and whose soul

Melts not at thy charms, are blinder
Than a trebly-bandaged mole:

They to whom thy curt (yet clever)
Talk, thy music and thine ape,

Seem not to be joys for ever,
Are but brutes in human shape.

'Tis not that thy mien is stately,
'Tis not that thy tones are soft;

Tis not that I care so greatly
For the same thing play'd so oft:

But I've heard mankind abuse thee;
And perhaps it's rather strange,

But I thought that I would choose thee
For encomium, as a change.

GRAND CROSSWORD SOLUTION'



. . . . . THE DIFFERENCE IT MAKES!

As a family man whose wife and children delight
in dragging him off to the country on every possible
occasion, wet or fine, I often find myself within
exhorting distance of a Whitsun or August Bank
Holiday fete. Now, rapidly approaching my dotagp,
I have become somewhat of an expert on these
pallid affairs, knowing for instance that the Tombola
will quite likely be good; the tea awful but the cakes
edible; the second hand books all read and the
coconut shy impossible. Together with the know-
ledge that the weather will turn threatening in spite
of the current heat wave, these particles of know-
ledge have become a part of my vast experience of
family matters. In hnal and convincing proof of this
I can tell you that I know, instinctively, where to
park the car for a quick getaway before the callover
of the three hundred raffle prizes is under way. A
necessity this since I hold a very firm view that my
wife should buy her own small bottle of malt
vrneSar.

It was with no srrprise, but a deal of gloom, that
I learned from my smallest (and so les likely to be
attacked) child that I was to be feted ybt again. We
were staying for the weekend with friends at Brightlirg,
in Sussex, home of a very good church barrel organ
by the way, and the fete was to be held at a village
a few miles away called Burwash. It all came out in
a six year-old rush, the notices of the fete were
everywhere it seemed and'canlhavenextweekspocket
moneynow'.

No need to go into the batfle and defeat which
followed, for me at least the generation gap is no-
where near wide enough. Sufficient to say that
three o'clock on the Monday afternoon found me
bringing up the rear of a fair sized party of fete
goers. In the rear that is until I heard the unmistak-
able sound of a Fair organ. I find it difficult to
describe my feelings at the moment I realised that
the organ was there. It's so easy to be effusive, after
all it was just a small Fair organ, a Limonaire to be
exact, with 49 keys and a metalophone, but it
changed my day completely. Like a frog into a prince I
changed from a Dad, dishing out the endless Newps,
into an affrcionado. This was my meat. Like a true
member of the Society I moved in to sort out the
facts.

As a beginning the Lirnonaire took its place in-
side the camera together with Mum drinking tea,
kids riding the pony, kids not riding the pony, and
a very shaky Dad taken by a ten yearold with an
ice cream h mind. I then foun{ out that the organ
had been built to a special scale'in Paris in 1912 for
a roundabout in Ghent. It was rcstored in Antnrerp

in 1933. It's third owndr was placed in a concen-
tration camp by the Germans and eventually the
organ was bought by Grymonprez of Ghent-Brugge
in f953. They restored it again and sold it to a fair
in Holland. Once more purchased by Grymonprez,
it came, after further restoration, to England and its
present owner Mr, C. Jessett, a member of the
F.O.P.S., who lives in Uckfield, Sussex.

And so an organ came through two world wars
and several major overhauls to make a difference to
my aftemoon at a village fete in Sussex, I even won
a coconut . . . . the difference it makes!
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Advtlisemcnt

From miniatute 1118

to magnificent 3172

movements

Hundreds of tunes, thousands of movements in stock

Compleb boxes from f2 to f350

Send for our price list and tunes list to:-

SWISSCROSS LTD., 109 NORWOOD HIGH STREET, LONDON, SE27 gJF.

Sole British Agents for Reuge, S.A.

Tefephone: 01-761 0428

URGENTLY WANTED
by Member for his Own Csllection

MUSIC cylinder boxes. Singing Bird Boxes.

Barrel piano, Street piano, ld slot Piano

Any condition or good condition.
Erlich small piano which plays,4n'sfon discs

Discs for 9/2" Symphonion
SHIP and sea arrangement with Music Box
7.5/E" SYMPHONOIN. 8tl" POLYPHON

9%,'POLYPHON
MECHANICAL MONEY BOXES

Tinplate and Cact lron
FOLYPHONS and simihr - a[ sizee

AUTOMATA includhg ligures with movement
Urgently Wanted

Please wite at once to:-

AUSTIN OLIVER,

l, Rook Hill Road, Friars Cliff,
Christchurch, Hants.

Telephone: Highcliff 300?

C'ood cash prices effered

ROBERT BURNETT
XVil - XIX MrFl

Clu*s,VatcJut @ut Muia, Borra

My Srock usuolly includcs on.or two Englirh
Broclol Clockr, o good sclcction of Qriogo
Cloclr, including scvcrol Grondor Sonnorim
& Quortor-Rcpao|.r., onc or lwo Morino
Chrononeiorr, scvcrol lfotchor.

A fcw Cylindor lluricol Boror ond Dlrc
llochiocr, two or thrcc Muricol Snuff Boxer
ond one or two Singing Bird.Boxor.

Similor iiens bought or rcpoircd.

Visitors Welconc.

20 HALLAMS LANE CHILWELL
BEESTON,

NOTTINGHAM NG9 sHF
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Record Review

THE WORLD OF MECHANICAL MUSIC. Decca -
Stereo SPA 145. Price: 99np. A selection of record-
ings of various mechanical musical instruments,
from the musical box to the barrel organ.

The idea of having avafiety of instruments on
one record is a good one. There are problems of
course, in particular one gets more from tle record
ifone adjusts the volume from track to track and
this can be something of a nuisance, If one takes the
trouble to do this however, the rccord is, for the
most part, very good. The cylinder musical boxes
are in fine condition, thanks I believe to Keith
Harding, since most of them have passed thmugh
his hands for repair. Unlike many of the recordings
on the market which feature cylinder boxes,
notoriously diffrcult to record, the technical side of
the disc, with the exception of one or two tracks,
has been well executed. There is little mechanical
noise to distract.

The record opens with two tunes from a fine
sounding Belgian cafe piano. This is followed by
several tunes played on various cylinder boxes, per-
haps the hnest of these is the overture to Semiramide
on a Nicole Freres six overtute box with a 2l inch
cylinder. The mood then changes to an Imhoffand
Mukle chamber barrel organ, from which four tunes
are played. This is followed by the most disappointing
part of the disc, three airs played on an lmhoff and
Mukle barrel piano, which truly should not be on
this record at all. Either the machine is out of tune
or it was very badly recorded.

For those who like a good cylinder organ box
there is a frne Bremond 22 key which fills the bill
with a nicely balanced organ-comb combination,
but the final offering on this side is again rather a
disappointment. It is a tune from an early snuff box
which presumably was included for variety. One can
hear that this is obviously agood box, but it is too
much to expect a recording of it to stand up in this

. company.

The Ariston organette which starts off side 2 is
one of the best I've heard although not to my
personal taste. The disc boxes which follow are not
quite up to the standard of the side one cylinder
boxes for clarity of sound apart from a machine
which is termed a 'Pop Polyphon' which sounds like
a l9r/g inch Polyphon. Next we have two hymns
from a Bevington and Sons 24 key barrel organ and
this is followed by Chopin's Etude number 23 on a
pianola. The piano is by Steck, but there is no
mention of the action which, since Steck Dou-Art
is not uncommon, may well be of this type. Al-
though the music is admirably designed to show off

the virtuosity of the instnrment, one cannot help
but feel that a more romantic piece would have
suited here. The rest ofthis side of the disc is taken
up with more cylinder boxes, one or two ofwhich
are not, seemingly, so well recorded as the boxes on "

side one.

The front of the sleeve ofthe disc presents us
with one of Member Bnrce Angrave's Wonderful
cartoon machines which could be called a
' B anelo d i s c icy linderharp organopho n'. Unfortunately
the back of the sleeve prints the titles and names of
machines in what could be called an artistic design
but takes some time to sort out. One would like
more in the way of information on the machines.
Nothing is conveyed by 'Pop Polyphon' (Victorian),
or 'Superpolyphon' (High Victorian Music Machine).

All now said, this is a disc which, if you like
variety in your mechanical music, is a good one to
bu'' 

G.w.

For some years it has been the practice to reprint
old catalogues of mechanical musical instruments in
the cente pages of The Music Box. There have been
arguments both for and against this practice, those
for say that the catalogues give valuable information
and reference material, not just for members in the
present but for succeeding generations, to whom the
material might otherwise be lost forever. Those against
the practice state that the loumal of the Society
should cater mainly for the present and contain a

higher proportion of topical news and contemporary
writing on historic, technical and similar subjects. The
obvious solution'is to keep a nice balance between the
two, but to do this one must assume a ready supply of
both types ofmaterial and this is certainly not the
case.

Any source of knowledge must be welcome and it
was with interest that it was discovered that a member,
Mr. Emie Bayley of 'The Talking Machine Review'has
started upon a commercial progrzrmme of reprinting
cdtalogues containing instruments of interest to the
Society. The first offering is a catalogue produced by
Nicole Freres in 1901. It contains a selection of
Regina, Polyphon and Harmonia disc musical boxes,
several cylinder boxes, Phoenix organettes and various
other pieces. There is also a short section on Zono-
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phone'talking machines' and Edison phohggraphs.

The catalogue is reproduced extrcmely well, ob
viously fqom a very good original. Thc content is of
interest from a referent point of view, since the period
around 1901 is agodd time for a catalogue on disc
musical boxes. Interesting machines abound, like the
Emerald Polyphon, a'concertina' type case containing
a movement with 16 bells playing a 22 inch disc.
This ic the model, from which Regina are said to have
taken the design for their cases to house the 203/cnoh
md27 nch Regina table models which are more
fimiliar now. Here too are many autochange machines

urd disc-playiry clocks" ln its stiffpaper covet!, a
booklet well worth putting on the book shelf.

The second offering from Mr. Bayley is a booklet
advertising various models of the Hupfeld player-
piano. In it there are explanations ofthe Solophonola,
Douphonola and the Triphonola. This reprint, again
well produced, is of less general interest than the first
but still a useful addition to the library of those who
have a leaning toward the player-piano.

Both ol these booklets are available frcm Mr. Boyky
at the prlce ol 50 new pence eoch, G.W.

Fourd in'The lllustated London News'of Christmas
1882 inthe collection ofthe Editor, this advertise-
ment for the HARMONETTE paper organ walr
obviously used originally in an American paper.

RIDDLE MEE REE SOLUTION Three Bell Box

l,Irs. Q.F. Lawrence, wife of our much admired
l.Ionourary Member Henry Lawrence who ig sadly,
still zuffering theeffects of a strotrc, writes from their
new home at 33, Glynfield Rice, Foxmoor Lane,
Ebley, Near Stroud, Glos.:-

This is a very pleasant place, with good views and
plenty of nrnshine when there is any. I do hope that
if any members are ever in the area they will call upon
us. We still have a few boxes of interest,'and welcome
company.

Member Richard Jefferiee of Suney writes:-

Going through my archives the other day I found
an old gramophone record which may interest mem-
bers. It is called 'A Casey Court Concett' - The Casey
Court Kids with Barrel Organ (sic) and Effects. It must
be one of the few, or perhaps the only, commercial
recording ever made of a street piano, apart from
special records since the revival of interest. Other
collectors ofrecords to whom I harre spoken about it

have never heard of it. It is on the Regal label, number
M.R. 448 and the tunes included are: -
Jolly Good Company,
Whistling in the Dark,
It Always Starts to Rain,
When You Were the Blossom of Buttercup [,ane,
For You,
Tie a Little String Around Your Finger.

Unfortunately the record is in a shocking state, but
it does still play. I found it in the backyard of a junk
shop urd it had been in the rain for heaven knows
how long. The street piano must be a late one because
it has dnrm and cymbal. The whole is punctuated
with period 'humour': -
Angry Mothu "'Ere you - take your bloomin'
orgin r6und the next street!"
Grinder "What me? What do you mean take
me orgin round the next street?"
Mother "Well I just got me baby off to sleep".
Grinder "Got your baby off to sleep - you
take your baby round the next sttpet."
Mother "Saucey 'umbug!" etc. etc.

I don't know if the B.B.C. might have a better copy
in their record library, or possibly there is one, ot
something similar owned by another member,
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Member Arthur Cunliffe of Morecambe writes:-
Fo'r very many years I have been keenly interested

in cylinder musical boxes and in January of last
year I found out about the Musical Box Society and

promptly joined.

I have found the Journals most interesting, and
I am wondering if the couple of photographs I
have enclosed would be interesting enough to print
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in some future edition. I am hoping that some mem-
ber will be able to tell me what box I have and what
period.it was made in!

The box is a six air one and quite small, the
cylinder being 8 inches long and the comb having
76 teeth. The tune sheet is printed in blue on a
white background and is offairly thin paper. There
ate no marks or numbers on the movement, but the
tuning scale is marked on the front of the comb.
The register screw is of the later type and the mfsic
seems to me to be well set up, Tune No.3 by the
way is btter known as the Soldiers chorus from
Catmen, Member Keith Harding thinks the move-
ment could be Conchon, but I can find no clues to
lead me towards this name,

I have also two Dawkins cylinder boxes in my
hands at the moment, one mine and the other for
repair, and on the bottom of the cases someone has
witten in pencil some names and dates. The
writing is very faded and written in a style so com-
mon in the Victorian age that I think it could have
been put on the boxes when they were originally
bought. No.35135 is an eight air, six bell Dawkins
box and has the words "Bought Dec. 1884" on it.
The other is a Dawkins No,44191, Eight air
Harmonical Harp Picolo box and underneath the
words, "Bought 17th January 1898. To James
Graham and Evelyn Graham", This information may
be of use, I don't know. It may just help to date
Dawkins with a little more accuracv.

Member Norman Brown of Glasgow writes:-

Prompted by a reference in David Tallis'new
book to the Pitt-Rivers Museum in Oxford I decided
to pay a visit there to find out just how extensive
their collection is,

Whilst the display conditions ar€ at the moment
very poor, and the condition of many of the fine
boxes leaves much to be desired, I was surprised at
just how good and varbd the collection is.

The collection comprises
30 cylinder operated boxes including: -
Nicole Freres double cylinder
Meyer Marix Orchesta box
H.L. Graveur Harpe Piccolo
Nicole Freres Table Grand Interchugeable
? Revolverbox

There are a number of early boxes with sectional
combs. and one with a Fusee drive.
9 disc boxes comprising: -
Regina 1 Autochange 15"

Table Model 15"
Upnstu24"

I Table 16 cm.
| " l5lz"
| 9Y2

16

Symphonion 1-3 disc model upright
Stella 1 Table Model

Singing Birds comprised of: -
2large models in cages
I Tortoishell snuffbox inlaid with brass, copper and

silver
Barrel organs 3

Street Piano I
Mechanical piano I

There is, in addition, an organette playing on
cardboard discs and an Automated musical "Pavilion"
with tightrope walker and numerous "Musicidns".

Certainly a collection worth visiting, but it is
essential that you write to the Secretary ofthe Pitt
Rivers Museum Oxford, and make arrangements for
your visit as the collection is not on open display.

ktter number 2 from Norman:-
"Hig Magters Voice"!

Indulging in my usual hobby of junk shop
"raking". I was flipping ttuough a pile of old
records when the label of one caught my eye.

Staring down the horn of a mechanical musical
instrument was a hairy animal, looking for all the
world as if it were listening for squeaky dampers,

This immediately brought to mind a certain
member of the Musical Box Society, and as my eye
moved down to the composers name I noted tho
name,/. Ord-Hume; the piece of music was very
appropriately named DANSE-ANTIQUE.

I have inspected the record thoroughly but it has
no cylinder pins, bellows etc., which would lead one
to believe that Our Od-Hume had a hand in prG.
ducing one of these new fangled talking/singing
things - or has he?

Perhaps the skeleton in the family cupboard?

For Discomaniacs the record is Zonophone
Serial 2169 English Bond X-240411 St. Hiltu
Colliery Band.

Daviit Shankland, our Hon. Treasurer, has written for
help with his pet project, Interchangeable Cylinders:-

I have been maintaining a register of cylinders
available for sale and cylinders required, If any mem-
bers have cylinders for sale will they please send me
details and I will record that they are available. On
the other hand if anyone requires cylinders please send

me description and size and I will record the require-
ment, or if cylinders are known to be available I shall
put you in touch with the vendor.
Editor- Here perhaps is a chance to help yourself and
someone else at the same time. If you can answer this
call please do so. Praise to our Treasurer for a thought-
ful and helpful scheme.

Polyphon
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Are YOU interested in Musical Boxes?
Small Jlr

?o
Singing Birds (automatic ones!l?
Musical Automata of every other kind?

shows, lectures and demonstrations are held
at various olaces at intervals.
How much does all this cost? Just TI{REE
POUNDS (U.S.A. S 8 per year! lf you are not
convinced that Society membership can benefit
you. why not send 10/- (50p; $ 1.50) for a
specimen copy of THE MUSIC BOX? Judge
critically, for yourself .

lf you are, then you will quite probably derive The Journal of the Musical Box Society of
immense enioyment leading to a greater fulfil- Great Britain, THE MUSIC BOX, isdevoted to
ment of your interest by becoming a Member articles and material of interest to collectors,
of antique dealers, historians of mechanical music

THE MUSICAL B0X S0CIETY 0F and inthusiasts in senerat. As a work of contin-
cREAr BRrrArN il33^'fl:#ffi;il:^'^Xy:J:,f,?J.Hl]ji".j

The aims and objects of the Society are extrem- in print as well as reproducing contemporary
ely simple. The 

'society 
exists to bring toqether advertisemen.ts, de_scriptions, articles, patents,

all those who share a common inter-est in the tune-sheets, lists of types of boxes and lists of
collecting, preservation and appreciation of all tuneswhich they play.
types of mechanical musical instruments. Additionally, it acts as a clearing house for the
What for? What good does the Society do? The opinions and researches of Members throughout
Society brings tdgether fellow colleciors from the world and carries advertisements for Wants
all over the Britist lsles and many foreign coun- and Disposals. The main purpose of the Journal
tries including Switzerland - ihe aciredited is, of course, to act as the mouthpiece of the
birthplace of the musical box as we know it. Musical Box Society of Great Britain and is re'

The Society publishes a quarterly Journal called cognised as the leading authority in all matters

THE MUSTC BOX which I;;;;Lt"d;;;;t". concerning mechanical music and mechanical

on ail aspects of musicat ";i;;-.;; ;;i;';;; musical instruments. The Society maintains
overhaul tips, descriptio^. ;iii;;;;i;;;;;j archives and publishes in facsimile much out-of-
musrcar movements and, 

"t 
*rir",-li.ir"rl.i* print material in its Journal'

Members addresses. THE MUSIC BOX contains articles of three

Membership to the M usrcAL Box soc I Ery li.':i,Hn:,ffff i,1i lilj',:,illl, ?ii1',?ii:'l;
OF GREAT BRITAIN opens up. a whole new various types of mechanicai musical instrument
world of musical box appreciation. Wherever provide a most valuable guide to such work foryou live, up-to-the-minute news of members other overhaulers.and collections reaches you through THE
MUSIC BOX. Twice a year, a full day meeting
is held at which all members and their guests The Musical Box Society of Great Britain.
arr. invited to attend. Regional meetings, film Eylands, Crockham Hill. Edenbridge, Kent.

B inders
Keep your copies of THE MUSIC BOX
neat, clean and immediately available
for reference. Strong, durable binders in

Post and packing free f1.00
($3. U.S.A.)

Available from:
The Secretary,

Musical Box Society of
Great Britain.

Bylands, Crockham Hill,
Edenbridge, Kent.
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